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ABSTRACT
The process for vapor depositing and curing PMDA-ODA polyimide films was
empirically designed and optimized to fabricate capsules with 1 mm diameter and 1-μm thick
walls, with acceptable surface roughness, and mechanical properties. In order to adapt this
process to produce larger-scale films, the operating parameters have to be re-optimized. In
past studies, the vapor deposition polymerization (VDP) process was refined empirically and
it is not clear whether it was fully optimized because the contribution and importance of
individual steps in this complicated process was not fully understood. This study quantified
the coupling of the sublimation, transport, deposition, and surface reaction steps using
parametric measurements and developed and tested a computational model of the VDP
process.
The parametric studies of operating conditions determined that: (1) The sublimation
rates of PMDA and ODA varied by up to 80% for the same set of operating temperatures. (2)
The deposition rates of each monomer decreased by 75% over a lateral distance of 4 cm and
followed an axisymmetric profile. (3) All Solid PMDA and ODA films had 30 to 300 nm
rms roughness values and some contained voids or columnar features. (4) PMDA/ODA/PAA
films deposited at (10-7 Torr) were fully dense, but the surface roughness varied by up to 300
nm rms. (5)All films contained PMDA-ODA amic acid bonds, regardless of the
microstructure, and (6) Films deposited at 10-3 Torr had the smoothest finish and highest
concentration of PAA for a 1:1 PMDA:ODA moles sublimating.
The Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) calculations of vapor transport,
deposition, and surface reactions showed that: (1) Refining the substrate geometry doubled
the monomer flux to the substrate, without affecting the film quality. (2) The sticking
coefficient for both PMDA and ODA is 1. (3) Transport of monomer vapor is the rate
limiting step, (4) The concentration of each monomer in the deposited film is a function of
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the equipment design. (5) An excess concentration of either monomer on the substrate will
inhibit the polymerization reaction.
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Chapter 1. Introduction
1.1 Materials and Applications
Poly(imides) are a class of polymers with material properties that are used in many
applications.

Aromatic poly(imides) (Figure 1) created from the reaction of monomers

containing dianhydride and diamine groups are chemically resistant to organic solvents, have
a high elastic modulus and mechanical strength over a range of temperatures, low gas
permeability and selectivity, high thermal stability, and are resistant to radiation damage. The
microelectronic industry uses polyimides with high glass transition temperatures, low
dielectric constants, high dielectric strength, mechanical stability and planarizable application
in the construction of integrated circuits1. Polyimide films have been used as environmental
barriers2, thermal radiation shields3, photoconductors4, gas separation barriers5-7, and in a
recent application, Inertial Confinement Fusion (ICF) capsules8,9.
Poly-(4,4’-oxydiphenylenepyromellitimide) polyimide is formed from the reaction of
4,4’ oxydianiline (ODA) with Pyromellitic dianhydride (PMDA), and will be referred to as
PMDA-ODA polyimide in this work. This type of polyimide was first synthesized by the
DuPont chemical company in the 1950’s10 and is available commercially as Kapton ®
Polyimide type HN films11.

1.2 Synthesis of Polyimide
The material properties of polyimide films depend on their chemical microstructure,
which is determined by the synthetic process used1. The production of PMDA-ODA
polyimide is a two step process; formation of a Poly(amic acid) precursor and thermal
imidization to form the final polyimide (Figure 2). The precursor, Poly-(4,4’oxydiphenylenepyromellitamic acid) or Poly(amic acid) (PAA), is soluble in organic solvents

2
and has a lower strength and modulus than polyimide and is easily detected by the presence
of an amide group using IR characterization.
A solution of this precursor can be spin-coated/dipped onto various substrates for
large-scale production of solution-cast polyimide, e.g. Kapton® films. Disadvantages of this
method are: contamination of the films by residual solvents, film shrinkage, poor control of
molecular orientation and environmental handling issues with solvent disposal.
An alternative to this method was developed in the mid 1980’s12,13 that employed
co-deposition of the monomer precursors onto a solid substrate in vacuum which was
subsequently imidized. This process, known as Vapor-Deposition Polymerization (VDP)
produces polyimide films with material properties and uniformity that are superior to the
solution-cast films, is used to coat substrates with complex geometry and eliminates the need
for solvent and is the subject of this study.

1.3 Vapor Deposition Polymerization
VDP of PMDA-ODA Polyimide uses a vacuum coating system.

The basic

experimental setup, shown in Figure 3, consists of a vacuum chamber that can be pumped to
pressures of 10-2 to 10-7 Torr, two temperature-controlled monomer containers, and a
substrate. Heating solid monomer under vacuum causes the material to sublimate14. Past
designs for the containers or sources include: individual thermal effusion vessels15,
Knudsen-type cells16, molecular beams17, ionized-cluster beams18, and mixing ovens13.
The substrates are placed below the monomer containers in the path of the vapors. The
vapors adsorb on the substrate and react to form a poly(amic acid) film that is thermally cured
to form the poly (imide) film.
The conversion of poly(amic acid) to polyimide has been analyzed with multiple
spectroscopic

tools,

including

differential

scanning

calorimetry19,

electron-spin
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resonance20,21, matrix assisted laser desorption ionization22, and Fourier-transform infrared
spectroscopy23, and has been examined for different imidization conditions24. This work is
primarily concerned with the portions of the VDP process leading to the poly(amic acid)
layer because the imidization step is a thermal post-treatment that has been extensively
studied.

1.4 Fabrication of Polyimide Microcapsules
The strength, permeability, and radiation resistance properties of PMDA-ODA
polyimide make it a suitable material for inertial confinement fusion (ICF) applications24,
and PMDA-ODA polyimide microcapsules have been vapor deposited on spherical substrates
for use in ICF experiments25.
A fabrication technique to produce hydrocarbon target-shells8,26 , used spherical
mandrels, poly(α-methylstyrene) (PAMS) shells27as substrates. The process consists of
coating a polymer on these mandrels, then applying heat to de-polymerize the mandrel, which
can permeate through the stable polymer film, resulting in a micro-sphere of deposited
polymer.
This technique was first used to produce PMDA-ODA polyimide microcapsules in
1998 by Alfonso et. al9. Technical specifications for the equipment used has been detailed
elsewhere9,28, and will be introduced in later sections. The basic parts of the fabrication
process are: (i) deposition of monomer vapors onto shells made from PAMS and surface
reaction to form the precursor (poly(amic acid) or PAA) layer, and (ii) a separate thermal
conversion step where the PAMS is depolymerized and the PAA layer is imidized to form a
Polyimide (PI) microcapsule.

The PMDA-ODA polyimide microcapsules produced had

diameters between 700 to 1020 μm, and wall thicknesses from 0.7 to 13 μm. The capsule
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properties relevant to ICF use were determined and the optimal processing conditions were
identified28.

1.5 Objectives
The existing system for vapor depositing PMDA-ODA polyimide microcapsules has
been optimized for polyimide capsules with desired material properties; in order to adapt this
process to larger scale production or the formation of other types of polyimide, the
dependence of the deposition process on externally controlled conditions needs to be
quantified. The coupling of the steps of the coating process and how changes to these steps
affect film structure and quality were studied.

The relative contributions of operating

conditions and equipment design within the deposition system were determined using
computational models.

This research combined experimental data with numerical

simulations of VDP of PMDA-ODA polyimide. Parametric studies using these simulations
test the sensitivity to processing conditions for the experimental system and measure the
boundary conditions to validate the numerical simulations.

1.6 Analytical and Numerical Methods
1.6.1 Flow Regimes
To simulate the VDP system, the deposition conditions are compared with
analytical models, which were solved numerically. An initial analysis determined which
forms of the laws of mass, momentum, and energy transport describe the experimental
conditions. For vapor flow, momentum transport is in the viscous or molecular regime. The
Knudsen number (Kn) indicates the type of flow, and is defined as the ratio of mean free path
to a characteristic length scale of the system. From kinetic theory, the mean free path λ , of a
gas is defined as

5

λ=

k BT
2πσ 2 P

,

(1.6.1-1)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant (1.38 x 10-23 m2kg s-2 K-1), T is the temperature of the
vapor, P is the pressure of the gas, and σ is the effective molecular diameter of the vapor
molecules. At lower pressures, the mean free path and Knudsen number are large, so gas
molecules rarely interact with each other, and. momentum and heat transfer occurs when
molecules collide. If the vapor follows a uniform statistical profile for energy and velocity,
these interactions can be calculated directly for a small number of molecules. At higher
pressures, there are more collisions among gas molecules, and the flow includes viscous
forces. The Navier-Stokes equations of traditional fluid dynamics are valid in this continuum
regime..

Conventionally, systems with: Kn>1 are molecular flow, and Kn<0.001 are

continuum flow. For 0.001<Kn<0.1, the flow is in a sub-continuum regime, and is described
by a modified version of continuum flow that accounts for velocity slip at walls. The slip
boundary formulation allows incomplete accommodation of momentum at the solid surfaces;
stated another way, fluid adjacent to solid surfaces is not stagnant and can have measurable
velocity. Systems with 0.1<Kn<1 are in transition between molecular flow and continuum
flow, and mass and energy transport cannot be calculated using the Navier-Stokes equations
or molecular dynamics..
The VDP process used to produce ICF shells was optimized at pressures of 10-7 Torr
but PMDA-ODA polyimide was also fabricated at 10-2 Torr9,29 . In both instances, the
monomer temperatures were between 300 K and 426 K., σ is 6 Å for PMDA and 9 Å for
ODA, and the distance from the nozzles to the substrate (3 cm) is the characteristic length. At
10-2 Torr, the Knudsen numbers are 9 x 10-2 and 3 x 10-2 for PMDA and ODA, which places
them in the sub-continuum regime, while at 10-7 Torr. KnPMDA =919, and KnODA= 382, and the
laws governing molecular flow apply. A Finite Volume (FV) Computational Fluid Dynamics
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(CFD) method was used to simulate the slip-flow continuum regime, and a Direct Simulation
Monte Carlo (DSMC) method for the lower pressure molecular flow.

1.6.2 Computational Fluid Dynamics
The FV CFD code Fluent30 was used to model deposition at 10–2 Torr. This
method simulates the transport of bulk, scalar quantities such as mass, heat and velocity
through a stationary volume or cell by numerically integrating the conservation equations
over space and time. This code solves the appropriate equations with double precision using a
segregated, iterative solver. All calculations reported in this work used a second-order
discretization of the Navier-Stokes equations of velocity, the continuity equation, and
balances for the conservation of (thermal) energy31. The Fluent models are refined to solve
for species transport, chemical reactions, and film growth rates. Transport of chemical
species included the calculation of concentration driven multi-component diffusion and
thermal diffusion. Chemical reactions were treated with Arrhenius rate laws (§5.5).

1.6.3 Direct Simulation Monte Carlo Calculations
Vapor transport in the lower pressure regime (Kn > 1) was modeled with a 2-D
“visual” direct-simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) program32. This method tracks the stochastic
velocity components and position of simulated rarefied gas molecules through collisions and
boundary interactions according to the Chapman-Enskog theory for molecular flow33.

1.7 Process Steps
The co-deposition of PMDA-ODA polyimide was separated into the following steps:
(1) sublimation of solid monomer, (2) transport of monomers to substrate, (3) deposition of
monomer vapor on substrate, (4) solid state Chemical reaction to form poly(amic acid) film,
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and (5) imidization of precursor to form poly(imide) microcapsule. Summarizing the existing
data and theories for these steps: Step (1) is predictable for equilibrium systems like Knudsen
cells, Step (2): Variables controlling vapor transport (local concentrations and temperature
gradients) are not easily obtained empirically because of diagnostic limitations at low
pressure.

Step (3): The adsorption/desorption rates of individual monomers have been

explored for high vacuum systems34, but no formula for deposition rates has been proposed.
Step (4): The solid state reaction has been explored with empirical methods,35,36 and an
intermediate charge transfer complex has been identified21,23, but the rate dependence on
surface concentrations is unknown. Step (5) has been explored for both solution cast19,20,37
and VDP polyimide22,24,38 films using conventional spectroscopy to track the conversion
rate of PMDA-ODA poly(amic acid) to PMDA-ODA poly(imide) and the affect of different
heating rates and atmospheres has been quantified28.
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1.8 Figures and Tables

Figure 1 Repeat unit of an Aromatic polyimide; blue Atoms comprise the imide
functional group.

9

Figure 2 Two-step synthesis of Polyimide. (A) Pyromellitic Dianhydride (PMDA) (B)
4,4’-Oxydianiline (ODA)
(C) Poly-(4,4’-oxydiphenylene pyromellitamic acid) or
Poly(amic acid) (PAA), and (D) Poly(4,4’-oxydiphenylene pyromellitimide) or PMDAODA polyimide
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Figure 3 Apparatus for vapor deposition polymerization (VDP).
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Chapter 2. Monomer Sublimation
2.1 Theory
Step (1) of the VDP process, sublimation of solid monomer, is the starting point for
this study. The interactions that occur in this step are solid to vapor (“inter-phase”) mass
transfer. The sublimation rate is a function of temperature, surface area, and saturated vapor
pressure of the solid and the temperature, pressure, and condensation area of the vapor and
the relation is derived as follows: Hertz1 (1882) stated that the maximum rate of evaporation
of a substance in vacuum at equilibrium can never be larger than the flux of vapor molecules
striking a liquid or solid surface, and Langmuir2 used this relation to obtain the saturated
vapor pressure of solid tungsten in vacuum. Knudsen3 introduced the concept of an
evaporation coefficient relating the observed evaporation in vacuo to the maximum value
proposed by Hertz, and Schrage4 further modified the theory to account for non-equilibrium
processes that include transport of the vapor at some thermal velocity away from the solid.
Expressing these relations according to kinetic theory gives a model for the net rate of solid
sublimation w [kg*s-1]:

⎞
⎛
⎞⎤
M ⎡ ⎛ Ps
⎛d
⎞
⎟ − α c ⎜ P∞
⎟⎟⎥ .
w = −⎜ msolid ⎟ = As
⎢α s ⎜⎜
⎜
⎟
T
T
dt
π
2
R
⎝
⎠
s ⎠
∞ ⎠⎦
⎥
⎝
⎣⎢ ⎝

(2.1-1)

In this relation, As is the surface area of solid monomer; αs and αc are the sublimation and
condensation coefficients; M is the molecular weight of monomer; R is the ideal gas constant;
Ps is the saturated vapor pressure of the monomer for the solid temperature Ts, and P∞ and T∞
are the vapor pressure and temperature beyond the solid-gas interface. The molecular weight
of PMDA, MPMDA, is 218 g/mol, and the molecular weight of ODA, MODA, is 200 g/mol. The
term including the saturated vapor pressure is the rate of solid sublimation, and the term
including the vapor pressure is the rate of condensation
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Previous studies of PMDA and ODA calculated the saturated vapor pressure from the
mass loss in vacuum assuming that the sublimation and condensation coefficients for both
monomers are equal,5-7 but there is disagreement between the reported values depending on
the techniques used. Dutt6 used measurements of sublimation rates to calculate the saturated
vapor pressure with a simplified form of equation (2.1-1). The calculated saturated vapor
pressure was on the order of 10-1 Torr, 500 times lower than the saturated vapor pressures
reported in [5]. The measurements of saturated vapor pressure performed in this study were
designed to supplement the existing literature and determine which reported values are valid
without repeating the extensive measurements in the literature.
In the second and third sets of experiments, sublimation rates were measured to (i)
characterize the sublimation behavior of PMDA and ODA and (ii) determine how
sublimation affects the other steps of the VDP process.

The temperature of the solid

monomer and pressure within the deposition chamber were measured directly..

2.2 Experimental
All measurements used solid monomer granules as-received from the manufacturers,
PMDA (97% purity) from Lancaster Chemical, and ODA(>99% purity) from Aldrich.
The saturated vapor pressure of PMDA was measured using a vacuum chamber8
(interior volume=1x10-2 m3) that was equipped with a MKS Instruments type 626 pressure
transducer (2 Torr maximum pressure). PMDA was loaded into a copper monomer reservoir
(1 cm diameter and 0.5 cm deep), the system was pumped down to 10-3 Torr, and then
isolated from the pump, and the pressure rise was measured. The vapor measured in the cold
chamber was produced by vapor outgassing from the chamber walls and leaks and is referred
to as “residual pressure”. Next, the chamber was re-evacuated and closed, and the PMDA
was heated to 153°C using a cartridge heater attached to the copper reservoir. The closed
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chamber and heated source were then allowed to equilibrate over time (up to 4 days for lower
temperatures) and the pressures were recorded. The saturated vapor pressure was the
measured pressure at equilibrium minus the residual pressure.
The sublimation rates of PMDA and ODA were measured in a smaller closed
chamber or “pressure cell” (volume=1.3x10-5 m3) with reduced surface area and heated walls
that was attached to the main vacuum chamber(Figure 1) and could be isolated with a
Bellows sealed valve.The monomer reservoir at the bottom of the pressure cell was attached
to an external resistance heater and thermocouple, and the pressure cell was also equipped
with a MKS type 621 (1 Torr range) pressure transducer that was heated to 100°C. Using this
setup afforded several advantages over measurements with the large vacuum chamber: (1)
monomer could be loaded without opening the large chamber, (2) when the cell was closed
off, the pressure would rise in minutes instead of days, and (3) there was less of a temperature
gradient between the source and rest of the system.
The steps of the experimental procedure using the pressure cell were as follows: (1)
the main chamber was evacuated to the pressure initially used by Alfonso8 (1 x 10-3 Torr), (2)
PMDA or ODA was loaded into the isolated cell, (3) the cell was isolated from atmosphere,
opened to the main chamber, and evacuated to 10-3 Torr. Then (4) the evacuated cell was
isolated from the chamber, and at the residual pressure rise was recorded to quantify the outgassing and leak rate. (5) the cell was re-evacuated to remove the residual vapor, and (6) the
resistance heater was turned on and the temperature of the cell increased to a set temperature
between 100°C and 175°C. (7) Once the temperature was stable (± 1°C), the cell was
isolated from the main chamber and the vapor pressure in the cell was recorded. (8)The cell
was then cooled and the monomer removed and (9) the process was repeated for PMDA or
ODA at other set temperatures.
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A third set of measurements recorded the mass lost during vapor deposition
experiments (described in § 3.2.2). The steps of the experimental procedure were (1) PMDA
or ODA granules were packed into removable Aluminum cups or boats (6.6mm diameter and
1.6mm deep) and (2) were massed using a Mettler AE100 analytical balance and the initial
mass (minitial) was recorded. Then (3) the samples were loaded into two temperature
controlled copper nozzles in a vacuum chamber that was (4) evacuated to 10-7 Torr and
heated to 60º C for at least 12 hours to drive off water and other contaminants. (5) The
nozzles were cooled to 23°C while (6) the chamber was (i) evacuated to 10-7 Torr or (ii)
evacuated to 10-7 Torr to remove contaminants and then backfilled with N2 and re-evacuated
to 10-3 Torr. Then (7) the monomer sources were heated to 126, 153, or 170º C and the
starting time (t0) and the time when the monomer reached 100°C (t1) was recorded, and (8)
the nozzles were cooled and the times when the monomer temperature reached 100°C ( t2 )
and 23°C ( t3 ) recorded. (9) Finally, the monomer boats were massed a second time (mfinal).
The sublimation rate ( w [gm/s]) was calculated from the mass lost during the
coating normalized for the deposition time,

w=

minit − m final
t deposition

,

(2.2-1)

where tdeposition is defined to be [ t2-t1 ] because the time while the monomer was heating (t0 →
t1) and cooling (t2 → t3) was less than 20% of tdeposition. The 12 hour “pre-heat” period was
also excluded from tdeposition; the mass lost by these samples during this period was less than
0.85% of minitial. The temperature variations introduced a small amount of random error
into w .
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2.3 Results and Discussion
2.3.1 Saturated Vapor Pressure of PMDA and ODA
The measured saturated vapor pressure of PMDA was 9.3 x 10-1 Torr at 153° C,
which is significantly higher than the 4x10-2 Torr measured by Pethe5 using Knudsen cell
evaporators and quartz crystal monitors. The Clausius-Clayperon equation states that the
pressure of a mixture of vapors at equilibrium is equal to the sum of their saturated vapor
pressures scaled for the mole fraction of each species9, so the equilibrium pressure in the
chamber could have been elevated by contaminants.

Possible sources were water that

desorbed from the walls of the chamber or the 3 mass percent of impurity in the PMDA. If
the saturated vapor pressure of PMDA was equal to 4x10-4 Torr as reported in [6], PMDA
would make up less than 0.5% of the vapor in the chamber at equilibrium. The values
published by Pethe5 will be used in any further calculations that involve the saturated vapor
pressure of either PMDA or ODA because contamination and the experimental period of
several days precluded measuring the exact saturated vapor pressure of PMDA in the vacuum
chamber.
For sublimation in an evacuated system, the concentration of these contaminants will
be low, but the sensitivity of the deposition and reaction steps to impurity is unknown, so the
monomer will be pre-heated under high vacuum at a temperature below 100° C to drive off
water or other materials while leaving the monomer. These measurements showed that at 10-7
or 10-3 Torr and temperatures greater than 100°C solid sublimation will be the dominant
process (eqn. 2.1-1).

2.3.2 Sublimation in a Closed Cell
The experimental data for ODA in the pressure cell at 126° C( corrected for the
residual pressure) is given in Figure 2. This pressure is converted to mass, mvapor, using the
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ideal gas law, and the experimental rate of vapor production, wv, is the calculated rate of
change between measurements of mvapor as shown in Figure 3. The accuracy of these
calculated values is limited by the low resolution of the pressure gauge (1x10-4 Torr) and the
time interval between measurements (30 s).
These measurements were used to determine if sublimation is affected by the
interactions in a closed cell and if vapor pressure can be used to calculate the sublimation
rates. The initial pressure rise (Δ1) is higher than the pressure rise in the cell after several
minutes (Δ2). The net rate of production of vapor (wv), which changes with vapor pressure in
the cell (P∞) according to:

wv =

d
mvapor =
dt

⎛P
⎞
⎛
⎞⎤
M ⎡
⎟ − Acα c ⎜ P∞
⎟⎥ ,
⎢ Asα s ⎜⎜ s
⎜
⎟
T∞ ⎟⎠⎥⎦
Ts ⎠
2πR ⎢⎣
⎝
⎝

(2.3.2-1)

where Ac is the surface area of the cell and reservoir where vapor can condense and αc is
dependent on the surface temperature. As pressure in the cell vapor approaches the saturated
vapor pressure, wv will decrease (as the condensation term in eq 2.1-1 is not longer
negligible). Experimentally, wv, decreases as the vapor in the cell approaches Ps (2x10-2 Torr
5 ) and more vapor condenses on the walls of the cell
The initial value of wv for ODA at 126°C was 2.2 x 10-9 g/s, which did not fall within
±1.16x10-10 g/s, the 95% confidence intervals as calculated for a t-distribution10 and was
more than twice the mean value (7.1 x 10-10 g/s) During co-deposition coatings, the vacuum
chamber is constantly being evacuated by a mechanical or diffusion pump and P∞ is less than
5x10-3 Torr, so the average wv from these measurements was depressed by condensation in
the closed cell.
The measurements and analysis were repeated for ODA at 100°, 126°, 153°, and
170° C and the mean values from each set of measurements are shown in (Figure 4). At 100°
C, the pressure rise was equal to the resolution of the pressure gauge, lowering the reported
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variation between measurements. At 154° C and 170° C, the saturated vapor pressure for
ODA was at least 8x10-1 Torr 5, an order of magnitude higher than P∞, and the vapor
production did not decrease over the experimental time. The main source of error in the
calculated wv for ODA was the manual temperature control with only on/off settings and
slow response time or increased condensation on the cell walls.
The vapor pressure of PMDA in the closed cell at 154°C (with the contribution of
out-gassing and leaks removed) are plotted in Figure 5. The pressure in the cell exceeds the
Ps of PMDA by an order of magnitude, so other vapor must be present. Unlike the high
purity ODA, for 97 mass percent pure PMDA, the remaining material could be water or
residual solvent, which have higher saturated vapor pressures than PMDA (PS of pure water
at 153°C is 3.8x103 Torr).

According to 2.3.2-1, all of the water contaminant would

sublimate in seconds,, but the pressure did not reach an equilibrium value after 25 minutes in
the closed cell. Some additional mechanism must limit the sublimation of contaminant. If the
3 mass% impurity is water that has reacted with the PMDA, then almost 1 out of every six
PMDA molecules could have undergone complete de-anhydrization (Figure 6).
Thermodynamically, the de-anhydrization reaction competes with sublimation because the
enthalpy needed to extract the water is 71.5±0.57 kJ/mol 11 while the enthalpy of sublimation
of PMDA is 83.39 kJ/mol 12. Adding a low temperature (below 100°C) pre-heat step to any
experimental measurements would drive off any physi-sorbed contaminants on the monomer
and chamber walls with minimal sublimation of monomer.

2.3.3 Sublimation in Deposition System
The net rate of PMDA and ODA sublimation in the evacuated chamber was
independent of the ambient pressure. The sublimation rates calculated with equation 2.2-1 are
shown in (Figure 7); the values are averages of the measured sublimation rates at that
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temperature and include error bars for 95% confidence intervals. The experimental rates
were within the same confidence intervals at both 10-3 and 10-7 Torr. Because P∞ is much less
than the saturated vapor pressure, the second term in equation 2.1-1 is negligible and the
sublimation rates can be written as:

w ≈ w = As

⎞⎤
M ⎡ ⎛ Ps
⎜
⎟⎥ .
α
⎢ s
Ts ⎟⎠⎥⎦
2πR ⎢⎣ ⎜⎝

(2.3.3-1)

The actual sublimation rates of PMDA and ODA entering the vacuum chamber must
be known to analyze the deposition rates; the simplest way to do this is by calculating the
ideal ratio of monomer sublimated for any set of temperatures. Previously, the system was
used to fabricate polyimide microspheres at 10-7 Torr8,13,14, and empirical optimization
produced stoichiometric polyimide films at 153°C for PMDA and 126°C for ODA15.
According to equation 2.3-1 and [5], if the sublimation coefficient and surface area of PMDA
and ODA are equal, PMDA at 153°C and ODA at 126°C should sublimate at rates of 2 moles
PMDA per mol ODA. However, in this setup the experimental sublimation rates at 153°C
and 126°C were 2.2 x 10-6 g/s for PMDA and 3.4 x 10-6 g/s for ODA respectively, or a molar
ratio of 1:1.7 PMDA:ODA. This set of temperatures sublimated ODA faster than PMDA in
these experiments, but in the setup used by Tsai, there was an equimolar concentration of
monomer deposited15. The disagreement between the observed and theoretical sublimation
rates must be caused by unequal values of As αs, Ts or Ps
The exact As of the monomer granules was not measured because the granule size
distribution, packing, and exposed surface area varied from experiment to experiment. From
a visual comparison of the two monomers, ODA had larger, more faceted granules than
PMDA, so ODA had higher sublimation rates. For batch coatings in this system, the standard
operating procedure included crushing the ODA with a mortar and pestle16, which
minimized the imbalance by lowering the surface area the granules.
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Also, over time, the PMDA granules settled into the loosely packed form shown in
Figure 8, which limited the heat transfer between the monomer, aluminum boat, and copper
nozzle and decreased the Ts of PMDA (and increasing the corresponding Ps). The larger ODA
remained in contact with the metal surfaces of the holder at all times, and Ts of the ODA
would be close to the temperature of the nozzle. This effect was minimal in past setups
where the nozzles were larger and did not contain an aluminum holder, and the initial charge
of monomer was 400 mg instead of 60 mg.
The sublimation coefficients were not measured, but should be slightly less than one
for higher molecular weight molecules and vary with temperature and the purity of the
monomer4. So, the higher purity ODA could have a higher sublimation coefficient than
PMDA. Even if the preheat step removed most of the contaminants in the PMDA, variations
in Ts due to poor contact with the monomer holder would also reduce the αs of PMDA.
These factors combined to reduce the sublimation rate of PMDA relative to the
sublimation rate of ODA. The additional steps and modified equipment used in the batch
coatings may mitigate these effects, but changing the monomer batch or supplier caused poor
quality films and the sublimation temperatures had to be re-calibrated15. The sublimation
rates must be measured to account for using the as-received monomer granules; these
experimental rates will be used as boundary conditions for simulations and analysis of PMDA
and ODA deposition discussed in the following chapters.

2.4 Summary
The sublimation rates cannot be calculated directly or measured in situ for the
granulated monomer used in our system, so the experimental values of 2.2 x 10-6 g/s for
PMDA at 153°C and 3.4 x 10-6 g/s for ODA at 126° C will be used for studying the later steps
of the VDP process.
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Measurements in the closed pressure cell showed that: (1)for ODA, at low
temperatures (<126°C) and higher pressures (10-2 Torr), the pressure must be carefully
controlled to remain below the saturated vapor pressure, (2) for ODA at higher temperatures,
the sublimation and condensation rates are sensitive to variations in temperature, and (3) the
impurities in solid PMDA produce a significant volume of contaminant in the vapor phase;
this can be minimized by heating the PMDA to low temperatures at pressures below the
saturated vapor pressure of PMDA.
The solid sublimation behavior of PMDA and ODA will be closer to the ideal ratio if
the difference in PMDA and ODA surface area is minimized by grinding the ODA monomer
before sublimation. Additional techniques that can be used to control the sublimation rates
are: (1) minimize any voids between the monomer and heated reservoir by placing the PMDA
directly into the copper monomer reservoir and increasing the initial mass, and (2) preheating the monomer at 60° C for 12 hours to purify the solid PMDA. The final observation
from these measurements was that there was no sign of deposited monomer within the copper
nozzles, so the sublimated PMDA and ODA must be transported away from the reservoirs.
The mechanisms for transport and deposition of sublimated monomer vapor will be explored
in the next chapters.
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2.5 Figures

Figure 1 Apparatus for measuring the sublimation rates of PMDA and ODA
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Figure 2 Experimental vapor pressure for ODA sublimation in closed cell at 126C.
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Net Rate of Vapor Production:
ODA at 126 C in closed pressure cell
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Figure 3 Experimental rate of change in Vapor Mass for ODA at 126 C in closed
pressure-cell.
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Mean Rate of Vapor Mass Change:
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Figure 4 Mean Rates of Vapor Production for ODA in a closed cell.
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Figure 5 Vapor Pressure Data for PMDA sublimation at 153C in closed pressure cell.
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Figure 6 Anhydridisation reaction of PMDA and water.
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Mass Sublimated during Deposition Experiments
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Figure 7 Sublimation rates for PMDA and ODA as measured during deposition
experiments using the modified quartz crystal monitor setup.
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Figure 8 PMDA granules in Aluminum holder after 3 hours heated to 153 C.
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Chapter 3. Parametric Study of Single Monomer Deposition
3.1 Introduction
The VDP process includes the simultaneous sublimation, transport, deposition (steps
1,2, and 3) and reaction of PMDA and ODA at the substrate (step 4).

In this set of

experiments, PMDA and ODA were vapor deposited separately to eliminate the chemical
reaction step and measure the affect monomer, source temperature, and ambient pressure had
on vapor transport (step 2) and deposition (step 3). Table 1 shows the temperatures and
pressures used for each monomer.
The sublimation rates (step 1) were calculated from the change in solid mass during
the deposition run as described in §2.3.3. The deposited films were characterized by: film
thickness, roughness, and chemical composition. The goal of these studies was to determine
how source temperatures and ambient pressure affects PMDA and ODA deposition rates and
surface roughness so that this information can be incorporated in later models of the overall
co-deposition process.

3.1.1 Thickness of Deposited Films
Vapor particles exit small sources in a plume and formulas describing the
relationship between film thickness and position relative to the nozzle or “source” have been
derived from kinetic theory1. The opening in the effusion nozzles used in these experiments
has a diameter that is much smaller than the distance between the source and substrate, and is
defined as a small area evaporation source. The film thickness will vary proportional to
cos2θ/r2 where r is the radial distance of the substrate from the source and θ is the angle
between the radial vector and the normal to the receiver direction2 (Figure 1)). Rewriting this
relation, if to and t are the thicknesses of deposits at the substrate vertically below the source
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at a distance h and at a horizontal distance x from the vertical line h, respectively, the ratio of
thicknesses is given by3:

1
t
.
=
2 2
to ⎡
⎤
x
1+
h ⎥⎦
⎢⎣

( )

(3.1.1-1)

The thickness will vary from this theoretical distribution if the source is contaminated or does
not emit material uniformly, if the condensation coefficient of the material varies, or if gas
flow due to temperature gradients and physical obstructions to the vapor affect the symmetry.

3.1.2 Surface Roughness
The surface finish of deposited films is a product of the deposition energetics
and molecular conformations, and the rms surface roughness will be used to give an initial
measure of film morphology and uniformity. The roughness of a flat film is defined as the
deviation from a flat planar surface. The root mean square (rms) roughness of a film surface
is calculated from multiple measurements of film thicknesses hi as follows:

⎛ ∑ hi 2
rms = ⎜
⎜ N
⎝

⎞
⎟,
⎟
⎠

(3.1.2-1)

where hi are measured relative to the plane of best fit for the deposited surface to remove
thickness variation due to lateral non-uniformity across the substrate.

3.1.3 Chemical Composition
The chemical composition of vapor-deposited PMDA and ODA films was
characterized with micro-probe Fourier Transform Infrared (FT-IR) Spectroscopy4. Studies
exist in the literature that analyze the FT-IR absorbance of as-deposited PMDA-ODA films
and cured polyimide5-7, so the spectra measured for PMDA and ODA films were used to
determine which functional groups had wavelengths unique to each monomer.
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3.2 Experimental
3.2.1 Materials
Pyromellitic dianhydride (PMDA) was purchased from Lancaster chemicals
(catalog name 1,2,4,5-benzenetetracarboxylic acid 97% purity) and 4,4’oxydianiline (ODA)
(99=% purity: zone refined) was purchased from Aldrich Chemical; both monomers were
used as received. Two substrates were used: polished sodium chloride disks (25 or 13 mm
diameter and 2 mm thickness) were purchased from International Crystal Laboratories, and
glass cover slides (18 mm diameter) were purchased from Corning Glass Works.

3.2.2 Procedures and Apparatus
All of the films were vapor deposited in a Huntington vacuum chamber8,9
equipped with an Edwards Diffustak 100 diffusion pump and backed by an Alcatel 2010
mechanical pump. The pressure in the chamber was monitored using a MKS Instruments
HPS421 cold cathode gauge and an MKS Instruments type 621 (1 Torr range) pressure
transducer. A separate flange supported two copper monomer holders or “nozzles” with 0.8
cm diameter openings, two quartz crystal (QC) sensors, and a platform to hold NaCl or glass
substrates (Figure 2), and could be inserted into one port on the vacuum chamber. Monomer
was loaded into the aluminum cups described in §2.2 and placed inside the nozzles which
were heated with a Watlow 100-W Firerod cartridge heater and monitored with type-K
thermocouples. The heaters were temperature controlled with an Omega CN9000A PID
controller to within 0.5º C of the set-point temperature. The QC monitors (Leybold Inficon
750-211-G1) were fitted with 0.550´´ diameter 6MHz gold crystal sensors and water-cooled
to 20°C. The sensors could be covered or exposed using pneumatic shutters, and the output
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signals were read and recorded using a Leybold Inficon model XTC/2 deposition controller
with IEEE-488 computer interface.
The steps of the experimental procedure were as follows: (1) 0.4 to 0.6 grams of
PMDA or ODA was packed into two aluminum cups, which were then weighed and loaded
into the copper nozzles, (2) a substrate was placed on the support and the flange was pushed
onto the chamber and sealed, (3) the chamber was evacuated to 1 x 10-7 Torr, and (4) both
nozzles were heated to 60°C for 12 hours or more to drive off water. (5) Both nozzles were
then cooled, (6) the chamber was maintained at (i) 10-7 Torr or (ii) backfilled with Nitrogen
and re-evacuated using the mechanical pump to 10-3 Torr (to duplicate the operating pressure
used in the initial design of the system10 while minimizing the vapor concentration of
unknown contaminants), and (7) Nozzle #1 was heated to a set temperature (listed in Table
1). (8)The deposition rates were monitored in-situ using the QC monitors, (9) the deposition
time was recorded; (10) Nozzle #1 was cooled by extending a water-cooled copper block,
(11) the chamber was closed off from the pump and brought up to atmospheric pressures and
opened, (12) the monomer containers were removed from the chamber and the final mass
recorded, and (13) the substrates were removed and characterized separately.

3.2.3 Characterization of Film Roughness, Thickness, and Composition
The surface finish and film thickness was measured for the films deposited
on glass substrates; a cut-glass rectangle was placed across the top of the glass substrate
parallel to the dotted lines shown in Figure 2. These masks were removed after the coatings
were completed to reveal a section of clean substrate, and the unmasked substrate and film
was coated with 500 Å of Aluminum. This layer improved the reflectivity of the surface
while preserving the microstructure and finish. Eight areas (each 1.5 mm x 1.0 mm) were
sampled using a Zygo New-View 100 white light interferometer to measure the surface
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roughness and film thickness. The data was leveled by removing the plane of best fit, and
analyzed using MetroPro 8.1.0.
The chemical composition of films (~1 μm thickness) deposited on NaCl disks was
characterized using a Bruker Fourier Transform Infrared (FT-IR) spectrometer (model IFS66S) that was equipped with a Hyperion 2000 infrared microscope.

FT-IR absorbance

spectra were obtained in transmission mode over 1 μm2 areas. The spectra of a blank NaCl
substrate was subtracted from the data, and the baseline was corrected to eliminate any
contribution from the CO2 bands.

3.3 Spatial Deposition Uniformity
3.3.1 PMDA and ODA Film Thicknesses
The thickness of each PMDA or ODA film was measured at six different
combinations of x and h (eqn 3.1.1-1) using white-light interferometry. The data next to the
masked portion of the substrate for PMDA deposited by a 153°C source at 10-7 Torr is shown
in Figure 3 and the thicknesses as a function of position are shown in Figure 4. The
deposition times, nozzle temperatures, and sublimation rates varied between coatings and the
films were thicker or thinner profiles accordingly. To isolate the variations due to position,
the thicknesses were normalized by the thickness closest to the source. This analysis was
repeated for two or three coatings for each parameter set (Table 1) and the mean normalized
thickness and 95% confidence intervals were determined (assuming a t-distribution).

3.3.2 Normalized PMDA Film Thicknesses
The normalized thicknesses for PMDA deposited at 10-7 Torr is plotted versus the
horizontal distance from the nozzle (x) next to the theoretical distribution for a small area
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source2 in Figure 5. The error of the mean values is due to variability in substrate placement
in the chamber between coatings. and the limited number of films analyzed.
PMDA films were thinner farther from the nozzle, but thickness decreased 25% more
than expected for a small area source. One cause of this could be non-uniformity in the
PMDA sublimation rates (as discussed in § 2.3.3). Over distances of a few centimeters vapor
collisions are minimal, but at 170°C and 153°C, the substrate could be heated by the vapor,
which could lower the sticking coefficient of the PMDA vapor, and increase the number of
molecules that are reflected from the depositing film. Re-emission of PMDA vapor from
depositing films has been reported in other systems11.

3.3.3 Normalized ODA Film Thicknesses
The distribution of thicknesses of ODA deposited at 10-7 Torr is shown with
the theoretical distribution in Figure 6. The 95% confidence intervals of the experimental
values are within the profile for a small area evaporation source, and deviation from this is
due to changes in substrate position from coating to coating. This means that at low pressures,
ODA vapor has a sticking coefficient (condensation coefficient) close to 1, and the vapor
dynamics and substrate energetics can be described by the kinetic theory.
The normalized thicknesses of ODA films deposited at 10-3 Torr is shown with the
theoretical distributions for both a small area source and a point source in Figure 7. The
experimental distribution is closer to the theoretical profile for a small area source, but the
error bars introduced by changes in substrate position from coating to coating include the
profile for a small area source as well. It is unlikely that ODA exiting the nozzle will be
choked by the vapor in the chamber to a point source, but ODA may be scattered by
collisions with the N2 gas in the chamber, reducing the amount of ODA that reaches the
substrate.
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3.3.4 Conclusions
For this equipment configuration, thickness of PMDA and ODA deposited
decreases by more than 50% over 3 cm, and 20% over 1 cm. This could be minimized for
deposition on a larger scale by rotating the substrate or adding additional monomer sources.
For PMDA, the thickness variation could be improved by cooling the substrate to prevent
reflection of the PMDA vapor.

3.4 Quartz-Crystal Measurements of PMDA and ODA Deposition Rates
The rates of vapor deposition were measured over time using fixed position quartz
crystal monitors [procedure step (8) described in §3.2.2]. The sensors record the change in
vibrational frequency of the crystal which is proportional to the mass deposited, and is
converted to an Å/s reading by the Leybold-Inficon Deposition Controller using densities, of
1.68 g/cm3 for PMDA and 1.41 g/cm3 for ODA.
At nozzle temperatures below 100°C, the deposition rates were less the 0.1 Å/s, so
the shutter remained closed at these temperatures. Readings were taken by opening the
shutters for 60 seconds every 5 minutes during the “deposition time” while the monomer was
above 100°C (td as defined in §2.3). This minimized the amount of material deposited on the
sensors and extended the useable life of the crystals.

Each measurement for a given

parameter set used the same 6 MHz crystals and charge of monomer powder for selfconsistency. Data points of zero Å/s were recorded when the shutter covered the sensor, did
not reflect the physical deposition rates, and were excluded from the analysis.

3.4.1 PMDA Deposition Rates
The experimental PMDA deposition rates decreased to 50% of the initial
value over one hour because the sublimation rate was compromised by low packing of the
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solid PMDA in the holder (§2.3.3). This drop in deposition rate was most pronounced for
PMDA at 170°C and 10-7 Torr (Figure 8), but was also observed at 153°C and 10-3 Torr.
The control of sublimation rate control will directly affect the deposition rate: (1) for
successive coatings using the same charge of PMDA (at 170°C), by the third coating, the
average sublimation rate was 65% of the rate during the first coating and the deposition rate
was 5% of the initial value; (2) Sublimating freshly packed PMDA at 153º C resulted in a
deposition rate that was 7 times greater than the rate of PMDA deposition after 1 hour using
loosely packed PMDA at 170º C.

The highest PMDA deposition rates (10 Å/s) were

recorded at 10-7 Torr with the highest sublimation rates.
More than 98% of the sublimated PMDA was not deposited on the QC sensors, and
may deposit on other surfaces in the chamber or be removed at the bottom of the chamber by
the pump. The mean PMDA deposition rates at 10-7 Torr varied with crystal location and
sublimation rate (Figure 9) and the rate of PMDA deposition at 10-3 Torr also depended on
sublimation rate and position (Figure 10),
A linear regression of the data at each pressure had an R2 correlation of at least 0.94,
so the deposition rates of PMDA, RdepPMDA, in this system obey

RdepPMDA =

d
(PMDA( s) ) = BPMDA ⋅ m ,
dt

(3.4.2-1)

where PMDA(s) is the mass of solid PMDA on the substrate, m is the rate of sublimation,
and BPMDA is a constant of proportionality.
PMDA at 10-7 Torr deposited 5 cm from the nozzle at crystal 1 faster than at crystal
2, 8 cm from the nozzle (crystal 1 BPMDA=0.0080 and crystal 2 BPMDA=0.0019). The RdepPMDA
at crystal 2 is 23% of RdepPMDA at crystal 1, which agrees with the drop over this area
predicted for a small area source (25%).
Higher pressure in the chamber lowered the rate of PMDA deposition. At 10-3 Torr,
the deposition rate RdepPMDA was less than 50% of RdepPMDA at 10-7 Torr. Less than 0.2% of
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sublimated PMDA was deposited on the QC monitors (crystal 1 B= 0.0034 and B=0.0018 at
crystal 2) because higher pressure coatings were begun with 10-3 Torr of N2 gas in the
chamber, which scattered the sublimated vapor exiting the nozzle and reduced the amount of
PMDA transported to the substrate.
Cooling the sensors increased the deposition uniformity over 5 cm. PMDA deposited
8 cm from the nozzle (crystal 2) would be 35% as thick as films deposited 5 cm below the
nozzle (crystal 1). This is thicker than the value for a small area source (25%) because higher
pressure in the chamber increased the chance of creating a temperature gradient around the
heated nozzle (153° or 170° C) and cooled QC monitors (20°C). The vapor above crystal 2 is
below a cold nozzle and will have lower energy and a higher sticking probability.

3.4.2 ODA Deposition Rates
The rates of ODA deposition at 126°C and 153°C had less than 17%
variation between coatings. ODA deposition rates at 126° C at 10-7 Torr did not vary over the
deposition time after an initial 5 minute period, as shown in Figure 11 and re-using the same
monomer charge for multiple coatings did not affect the deposition rates. The sublimation
rate of ODA is constant for hour-long operation.
The ODA deposition rates from each coating were averaged to give a mean
deposition rate and error at each crystal, and are shown versus the corresponding sublimation
rates at 10-7 Torr in Figure 12 and 10-3 Torr in Figure 13.

As with PMDA deposition, the

rates of ODA deposition farther from the heated nozzle were lower than and the deposition
rate is linearly dependent on the sublimation rate (with an R2 correlation of less than 0.91).
Equation 3.3.2.1 can be adapted to describe the deposition rate of ODA, RdepODA, as

RdepODA =

d
(ODA( s) ) = BODA ⋅ m ,
dt

(3.4.2-2)
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where, m is the sublimation rate of ODA and BODA is a constant of proportionality that varies
with position and pressure in the chamber. At 10-7 Torr, the thickness of ODA at crystal 2
would be 25% of the ODA thickness at crystal 1 (BODA is 0.0080 for crystal 1 and 0.0020 for
crystal 2). This agrees with the theoretical thickness variation for a small area source.
As with PMDA, the ODA deposition rates decrease at higher pressures because
increased by gas phase collisions with N2, lower the rate of transport to the monitors and
dilute the ODA concentration in the vapor. At 10-3 Torr, RdepODA is less than half of the
deposition rates at the same crystal at 10-7 Torr; (BODA is 0.0032 at crystal 1 and 0.0011 at
crystal 2) and ODA deposited on crystal 2 will be 33% as thick as films at crystal 1. This is
close to the value for a point source (35%) and indicates that heat transfer and flow patterns at
higher pressures increase the uniformity across 5 cm.

3.4.3 Comparison of PMDA and ODA Deposition and Conclusions
PMDA and ODA deposition rates show the same dependence on the monomer
sublimation rate, pressure in the chamber, and position of the substrate as given by:

RdepODA = RdepPMDA =

d
(ODA( s) ) = d (PMDA( s) ) = B( x, h, P) ⋅ m .
dt
dt

(3.4.3-

PMDA and ODA coating performed with identical sublimation rates, ambient pressure, and
substrate placement would deposit at the same rate.

The exact value of the sticking

coefficients cannot be calculated, but the loss of 98% of the sublimated monomer is a
function of vapor transport and equipment design; the differences in PMDA and ODA
growth rates was caused by poorly controlled sublimation rates and not differences in sticking
probabilities.
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3.5 Microstructure and Film Roughness
The microstructure of vapor deposited films is determined by the growth
mode and the intrinsic properties of the film material. In VDP, the fluxes and energetics of
PMDA and ODA must be matched to produce a fully dense film with a microstructure that
allows solid state reactions. The single monomer films were analyzed to determine the
dominant growth mode and microstructure at each temperature and pressure.

3.5.1 PMDA Microstructure and Growth Mode
PMDA films deposited at 10-7 Torr appeared to be fully dense and did not
show any periodic defects over the sample areas. This type of finish was characteristic of
anisotropic growth12 in sputter systems with low vapor fluxes and high surface temperatures.
PMDA films deposited with lower sublimation rates had vertical voids in areas farthest from
the monomer nozzle, as shown in Figure 14. Closer to the nozzle (Figure 14(b)), islands or
columns of PMDA coalesce to a form a denser film (Zone 3). From above the film (Figure
14(c)), these features can be seen in various stages of growth13; the adsorbed PMDA
coalesces into clusters that are evenly spaced and have critical sizes of up to a tenth of a
micron.
PMDA films deposited at 10-3 Torr had uniform maximum film height, but also
contained voids with diameter of several microns (Figure 15). The film grows normal to the
substrate with minimal surface diffusion and PMDA farther from nucleation sites may
desorbed from collisions of N2 with the film14 For the un-heated substrates in our system
(temperature<170°C), the adsorbed PMDA does not diffuse along the surface, and the voids
have similar width at the film surface and near the substrate (Figure 15(b)). Closer to the
nozzle, these voids fill in to form a hybrid microstructure with larger anisotropic regions
separated by small boundaries. At high pressures with low concentration of PMDA, more
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energy is transferred to the molecules on the film surface because of gas-surface collisions, so
the deposited film grows vertically, and the films will have columnar microstructure with
large void spaces.

3.5.2 ODA Microstructure and Growth Mode
ODA films deposited at 10-7 Torr heated to 126°C were fully dense and
showed no periodic defects, while ODA films deposited at 10-3 Torr and 126°C (Figure 16)
had columnar structures and vertical void spaces and also contained larger scale cone shaped
features characteristic of coalescing of nucleation sites and lateral growth along the substrate.
A cross section of one of these samples (Figure 16(b)) showed that unlike the PMDA
columns, these structures grow close together (Figure 16(c)) and have critical nucleation sizes
of around 0.25 mm. These features were present in areas both directly under the nozzle and
at the far side of the substrate; the capture zones around the nucleation sites14 are larger than
those in PMDA films, so these features must be energetically favored for the higher rates of
the ODA deposition at 126°C and 10-7 Torr.
At 153°C, the deposition rates of ODA were much higher, and the surfaces had
vertical features with small voids between them. The surface of ODA deposited at 153°C and
10-7 Torr (Figure 17) showed denser regions of diameters 0.5 mm and grouping similar to that
of the cone shaped islands, but the surrounding film contained irregular columnar structures
(Figure 17(b)). The interferometer light was scattered by the rough surfaces on these samples,
so the measurements did not reveal whether the voids extended down to the bottom of the
film as with PMDA. ODA deposited at 153°C and 10-3 Torr did not show the larger scale
features(Figure 18(a)), but instead had a fully dense columnar film microstructure with few
gaps between columns(Figure 18(b)). The high deposition rates of ODA at 153°C ensure that
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even at higher pressures, new ODA is deposited before any lateral diffusion can occur along
the surface.

3.5.3 PMDA and ODA Surface Roughness
For ICF applications, variations in film thickness must be carefully
controlled for uniform ablation and implosion8, and a materials rms roughness must meet
strict tolerances. All interferometry samples on PMDA and ODA film were analyzed to yield
a rms roughness (as given in equation 3.1.2-1). For PMDA and ODA films, no conclusions
could be drawn about the relationship between rms and film thickness or position because the
sublimation rates and resulting vapor-surface interactions varied between coatings.
The mean rms values for each monomer at each temperature and pressure were
calculated for PMDA (Table 2) and ODA (Table 3). At 153°C, PMDA films deposited at 107

Torr (35.15 nm) were smoother than films at 10-3 Torr (77.87 nm), but the confidence

intervals overlap, so no conclusions can be drawn from these values about how or whether
operating conditions affect PMDA surface finish. The rms values at higher pressures are very
close to the film thickness, and are elevated by voids in the film rather and do not give a
meaninful measure of surface roughness for these microstructures. The ODA films deposited
at 126°C and 10-7 Torr were the smoothest and the rms roughness matched that of PMDA at
153°C. The rms roughness of ODA films was at least double the rms roughness of all PMDA
films at higher temperatures and pressures were more a measure of the average feature size
rather that the small-scale roughness.

3.5.4 Conclusions and Recommendations
ODA films deposited at 126°C and 10-7 Torr and PMDA films deposited at
153°C and 170°C at 10-7 Torr were fully dense with rms roughness less than 50 nm when the
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sublimation rate is high and the substrate is close to the source. At 10-3 Torr, the vapor flux
of PMDA needs to be increased in order to eliminate the columnar structure with a high
fraction of void space. In ODA films deposited with a 153°C nozzle, the surface relaxation
was high, but voids were observed and could compromise the survivability of the film during
the curing step. In these films, deposited with high sublimation rates and vapor fluxes, these
voids could be minimized by heating the substrate to increase the anisotropy of the film
growth. ODA films deposited at 10-3 Torr and 126°C also contained voids, but they could be
minimized by increasing the ODA flux to the substrate.

3.6 FT-IR characterization of PMDA and ODA films
PMDA and ODA absorb IR light at similar wave numbers because they contain
common molecular groups (i.e. the ether C-O-C and anhydride C-O-C ), so the spectra of
PMDA and ODA were compared to determine which absorbance peaks were unique to each
monomer. The FT-IR spectrum for films deposited at 10-7 Torr is shown for PMDA at 153°C
in Figure 19, and for ODA at 126°C in Figure 20. . The peaks for PMDA at 1844-1870 cm-1
corresponding to symmetric anhydride rings [-(CO)2O], and the peak at 1780-1816 cm-1 is
from asymmetric anhydride rings, where one of the PMDA anhydride rings has been opened
by a chemical reaction7. The ODA spectra has an intense peak around 1500 cm-1 that
corresponds to the aromatic ring of the aniline group(C7H6N), but because there are two
aniline groups on each ODA molecule, this peak was observed in co-deposited films unless
all aniline groups were fully reacted. The ODA peak around 1627 cm-1 correspond to the
mode for symmetric ODA aromatic rings, and although these peak have a lower intensity,
they are unique to ODA films and indicate the presence of crystalline ODA.
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3.7 Tables and Figures

Source Temperature
10

-7

Pressure Torr
in
-3
Chamber 10
Torr

126 C
ODA
ODA

153 C
ODA
PMDA
ODA
PMDA

170 C
PMDA
PMDA

Table 1 Deposition Parameter space for single monomer experiments
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P M D A rms (nm)

Source Te mpe rature

153 C

170 C

Pre s s ure
10 -7 T orr 35.15+/-9.46 44.63+/-26.17
in
-3
C hambe r 10 T orr 77.87+/-29.73 35.38+/-14.40
Table 2 Average root mean square roughness of PMDA films as measured with white-

light interferometry.
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O D A rms (nm)

Source T emperature
126 C
153 C

Pre s s ure
10 -7 T orr 34.06+/-12.09 313.01+/-106.08
in
-3
C hambe r 10 T orr 141.86+/-34.90
230.25+/-78.04
Table 3 Average root mean square roughness of ODA films as measured with white-

light interferometry.
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Source
θ
r
Thickness = to
Thickness = to(cos 2θ/r2)
Substrate

Figure 1 Directionality of evaporating molecules from a small area source.
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Crucible 2

Crucible 1

1.5
cm

4.4cm
Substrate
Shutter

Quartz Crystal
Sensor

Shutter

3.8cm

Quartz Crystal
Sensor

Figure 2 Deposition system setup with quartz crystal monitors.
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Figure 3 Data from white-light interferometry of deposited PMDA next to masked area.
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Thickness of PMDA
Deposited at
153° C nozzle at 10-7 Torr

PM D A
t (micrometers)
1.50 0 0
1.40 0 0
1.30 0 0
1.20 0 0
1.10 0 0
1.00 0 0
0.90 0 0
0.80 0 0

Vertical Line
From center of
Nozzle
Glass Substrate

x
x=0

x

M asked Area

Figure 4 Thickness of Deposited PMDA films along masked glass substrate.
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10-7

Figure 5 Normalized thickness of PMDA films deposited at 10-7 Torr and theoretical
distribution for a small area source.
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10-7

Figure 6 Normalized thickness of ODA films deposited at 10-7 Torr and theoretical
distribution for a small area source.
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Figure 7 Normalized thickness of ODA films deposited at 10-3 Torr and theoretical
distribution for a small area source and point source.
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Deposition rate (Angstroms/s)

PMDA deposition at 170 C and 10-7 Torr
12

crystal 1
10
8
6
4
2
0
0

1000
2000
3000
deposition time(s)

4000

Figure 8 Experimental data from Quartz Crystal measurements of PMDA deposition.
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PMDA deposition at 10-7 Torr
6.0E-08

Deposition Rate (g/s)

Crystal 1
Crystal 2
4.5E-08

3.0E-08

1.5E-08

0.0E+00
0.0E+00

4.0E-06
Sublimation Rate (g/s)

8.0E-06

Figure 9 Average of QC measurements of PMDA deposition rates at 10-7 Torr versus
sublimation rate.
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PMDA deposition at 10-3 Torr
2.0E-08
Deposition Rate (g/s)

Crystal 1
Crystal 2
1.5E-08

1.0E-08

5.0E-09

0.0E+00
0.0E+00

3.0E-06

6.0E-06

Sublimation Rate (g/s)
Figure 10 Average of QC measurements of PMDA deposition rates at 10-3 Torr versus
sublimation rate.
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Deposition rate (Angstroms/s)

ODA deposition at 126 C and 10-7 Torr
3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
crystal 1

1
0.5
0
0

1000

2000

3000

4000

deposition time(s)
Figure 11 Experimental data from Quartz Crystal measurements of ODA deposition.
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ODA deposition at 10-7 Torr

Deposition Rate (g/s)

1.6E-07
Crystal 1
Crystal 2
1.2E-07

8.0E-08

4.0E-08

0.0E+00
0.0E+00

1.0E-05

2.0E-05

Sublimation Rate (g/s)
Figure 12 Average of QC measurements of ODA deposition rates at 10-7 Torr versus
sublimation rate.
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ODA deposition at 10-3 Torr
8.0E-08
Deposition Rate (g/s)

Crystal 1
Crystal 2
6.0E-08

4.0E-08

2.0E-08

0.0E+00
0.0E+00

1.0E-05

2.0E-05

Sublimation Rate (g/s)
Figure 13 Average of QC measurements of ODA deposition rates at 10-3 Torr versus
sublimation rate.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

1.4 mm

Figure 14 (a) Surface of PMDA film deposited at 153 C and 10-7 Torr, (b) Cross section
of PMDA surface, and (c) Top view of small features on deposited film.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 15 (a) Surface of PMDA film deposited at 153 C and 10-3 Torr, and (b) Cross
section of PMDA surface.
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(a)

(c)
(b)

1.4 mm

Figure 16 (a) Surface of ODA film deposited at 126 C and 10-3 Torr, (b) Cross section of
ODA surface, and (c) Top view of small features on deposited film.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 17 (a) Surface of ODA film deposited at 153 C and 10-7 Torr, and (b) Cross
section of ODA surface.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 18 (a) Surface of ODA film deposited at 153 C and 10-3 Torr, and (b) Cross
section of ODA surface.
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Figure 19 FT-IR absorbance spectra of PMDA film deposited on NaCl substrate at 10-7
Torr using a nozzle temperature of 153C.
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Figure 20 FT-IR absorbance spectra of ODA film deposited on NaCl substrate at 10-7
Torr using a nozzle temperature of 126C.
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Chapter 4. Parametrical Study of PMDA and ODA Co-Deposition
4.1 Introduction
In this set of measurements, sublimation of PMDA and ODA (step 1), transport to the
substrate (step 2), co-deposition on the substrate (step 3) and reaction (step 4) occur
simultaneously to form a solid mixture of PMDA, ODA, and PAA. For vapor deposition
from a single source (Chapter 3), the deposition uniformity can be calculated analytically1,
but for systems with two materials and sources, solving the vapor-vapor and vapor-surface
interactions for the film composition and thickness uniformity is non-trivial. This chapter
discusses the characteristics of PMDA-ODA films that were deposited using the temperatures
and ambient pressure combinations that are listed in Table 1.
The

film

thickness

uniformity

and

microstructure

of

the

co-deposited

PAA/PMDA/ODA films were measured using White-Light Interferometry and Atomic Force
Microscopy (AFM).
According to Beer’s Law, the absorbance at a particular wavelength is proportional to
the concentration of the absorbing species in the film2,3, but PAA shares molecular groups
with PMDA and ODA, so the absorbances at the wavelengths unique to un-reacted monomer
and poly(amic acid)4-7 were used to calculate the relative concentration of PMDA, ODA, and
PAA deposited.

4.2 Experimental
4.2.1 Materials, Apparatus, and Procedures
Solid PMDA was purchased from Lancaster chemicals and ODA was
purchased from Aldrich Chemical; both monomers were used as received. Two substrates
were used: polished sodium chloride disks (25 mm or 13 mm diameter and 2 mm thickness)
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purchased from International Crystal Laboratories, and glass cover slides (18 mm diameter)
purchased from Corning Glass Works.
The deposition chamber, gauges, and pumps8,9 were used with the copper nozzle and
quartz crystal monitor setup described in §3.2.1. A second substrate support was added so
that both NaCl and glass substrates could be coated during the same experiment (Figure 1).
The steps of the experimental procedure were the same as described in §3.2.2, but in
step (1) PMDA and ODA were packed into separate cups, which were then massed and
loaded into the copper nozzles (PMDA in Nozzle #1 and ODA in Nozzle#2), and (7) Both
nozzles were heated to a set temperatures (as listed in table 1).

4.2.2 Characterization of Film Roughness, Thickness, and Composition
PMDA and ODA were co-deposited onto masked substrates as described in
§3.2.3, then the masks were removed and the samples were coated with 500 Å of Aluminum.
The surface roughness and film thickness were measured at multiple positions on these
samples using white light interferometry and on films coated on NaCl substrates using atomic
force microscopy over a 50 μm x 50 μm area.
The FT-IR absorbance of the films was measured using a Bruker Fourier Transform
Infrared (FT-IR) spectrometer (model IFS-66S) that was equipped with a Hyperion 2000
infrared microscope. The sample size was 1μm2 and the five samples were acquired over a
grid of 1.75 cm x 1.75 cm: at the center of the substrate and at four positions 0.85 cm along
the plane of symmetry between the monomer nozzles. This allows the spatial uniformity of
the process to be determined. FT-IR spectra were obtained in transmission mode over 1 μm2
areas at five positions on each substrate
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4.3 Co-Deposition of PMDA and ODA Vapor
4.3.1 Deposited Film Thickness
The thickness of PMDA-ODA film deposited at 10-7 Torr for TPMDA=153°C
TODA=126°C is plotted in Figure 2. For each set of operating condition, there was no
identifiable trend in thickness as a function of position because the vapor flux to the substrate
was not uniform between coatings. The vapor above the substrate was a mixture of monomer
from the nozzles and the rates of PMDA and ODA sublimation varied from coating to coating
(as described in §2.3).
Qualitatively, all of the films deposited at 10-7 Torr were thicker on the side closest
to the nozzle with the highest sublimation rate, and in the center of the substrate, the
thickness was between the values at the edges of the substrate.
Films deposited at 10-3 Torr where the film were thickest in the center of the substrate
because in this pressure regime, vapor molecules between the nozzles have more gas-phase
collisions that transfer energy and lower the rate of vapor tranport, which increases the
probability of deposition.

4.3.2 Quartz Crystal Measurements of Deposition Rates
Each quartz crystal monitor was 3 to 5 cm from a monomer nozzle, and the
time-averaged deposition rates at each crystal sensor were closely related to the sublimation
rates. The experimental growth rates for a coating at 10-7 Torr with nozzle 1 (PMDA) at
153°C and nozzle 2 (ODA) at 126°C are shown in Figure 3. The deposition rates at crystal
1, recorded directly below the PMDA nozzle, decrease with time (Figure 3(a)), similar to the
deposition rates for PMDA coatings (§3.3). This behavior is caused by a decrease in PMDA
packing in the nozzle and lowered rates of sublimation (§2.3). The deposition rate at crystal
2 also decreased with time(Figure 4), combining the time dependent behavior of PMDA and
ODA deposition (as discussed in §3.3), so the vapor deposited at crystal 2 was a mixture of
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monomer from both nozzles. In systems with a lower rate of PMDA sublimation, some of
the ODA vapor would be transported toward crystal 1, increasing the rate of deposition at
Crystal 1 relative to Crystal 2. For each coating at 10-7 Torr, the ratio of deposition rates at
crystal 1 and 2 (Figure 5 (b)) correlated directly with the ratio of sublimation at nozzle 1 and
2 (Figure 5(a)).

4.3.3 Conclusions and Recommendations
There was no evidence of increased deposition when both monomers are
present in the depositing film; less than 1% of each monomer sublimated was deposited at
each QC sensor, the same fraction as observed in single monomer systems. At higher
chamber pressures (10-3 Torr), 99.5% of the sublimated vapor is lost to other surfaces during
vapor transport. At lower operating pressures (10-7 Torr) higher source temperatures will
speed up the rate of film growth and matching the deposition rates at the two crystals will
minimize thickness non-uniformities.

Deposition at the two sensors was uniform for

TPMDA=170°C and TODA=126°C at both high and low pressures (10-3 Torr and 10-7 Torr,
respectively), which should maximize the polymerization reaction.

4.4 FT-IR measurements of Film Composition
4.4.1 Analysis of FT-IR Spectra
The FT-IR spectra for PMDA-ODA deposition at 10-7 Torr at T1=170°C and
T2=126°C is shown in Figure 6. The wave-numbers and the corresponding groups used to
identify the amic-acid-carbonyl [(CO)-NC7H5], amide-carbonyl bonds, and un-reacted
monomer are shown in Table 2. Each corrected absorbance curve was fitted using the local
least squares and Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm10 to resolve the individual peaks and
calculate an overall spectra that matched the experimental values (to within 0.01 rms error),
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and each peak was normalized by the film thickness at that position. The integrated peak
absorbance was divided by the total absorbance of the spectra to give a quantity proportional
to the relative concentration of each species3.

FT-IR spectroscopic analysis of vapor-

deposited PMDA-ODA films is available in existing literature5-8,11,12, so this section
discusses the affect that variations in operating conditions have on the solid-state synthesis of
poly(amic acid).

4.4.2 Molecular Composition of As-deposited Films
Symmetric anhydride groups, present only in un-reacted PMDA, were
detected in all films independent at all operating conditions. The presence of un-reacted
PMDA in films deposited with high ODA concentration was also reported by
Dimitrakopoulos5, and could be caused by (i)excess PMDA in the vapor or (ii) preferential
alignment of the PMDA molecules in the solid that prevents reaction with ODA. The
absorption of this group decreased in films that were stored for several weeks before
analysis13 because anhydride also reacted with water in the air, so this competing reaction
with water coupled with the low PMDA sublimation rates to minimize the amount of
symmetric anhydride groups in the deposited films.
Amide groups, corresponding to PAA, were also detected in all films at all positions,
but the relative intensity varied with position. The rate of the PMDA-ODA reaction and
concentration of the Amide group was lower by up to 50% in the region closest to a nozzle
with higher sublimation rates. At these positions, the vapor-surface collisions are frequent,
surface relaxation is lower, and the PMDA-ODA reaction could be suppressed by either (i)
vapor flux to the surface lowering the surface energetics and reaction rate, or (ii) a limited
concentration of one monomer on the film surface.
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Films deposited at the optimal nozzle temperatures in [9]

(TPMDA=153°C and

TODA=126°C) have a ratio of 1:2 PMDA to ODA sublimating and the depositing flux to the
substrate was higher in the regions close to the ODA nozzle (§4.3). Raising the pressure to
10-3 Torr will preserve the monomer imbalance and lower the depositing fluxes near the
ODA nozzle to less than half the values at 10-7 Torr (§4.3). In the center of the substrate, the
relative absorbance of the amide groups is 0.0401 at both pressures, so the polymerization
reaction was independent of the vapor flux.
The balance of PMDA to ODA in the film limited the rate of PMDA-ODA reaction.
At low pressures (10-7 Torr, T1PMDA=153°C, and T2ODA=153°C) there were four moles of
ODA sublimated per mole of PMDA (or higher), and the absorbance of the ODA aniline
aromatic ring mode was highest closer to nozzle 2 (Figure 7). Conversely, the absorbance of
the amide group is lower in the region closer to nozzle 2 (Figure 8), so areas films with
excess ODA have a lower rate of PMDA-ODA reaction. The limited concentration of PMDA
in these areas could result in the formation of ammonium carboxylate salts of poly(amic acid)
(Figure 9)12. When three moles PMDA were sublimated for every two moles of ODA (10-7
Torr, TPMDA=170°C, and TODA=126°C), the concentration of amide groups was lowest closer
to the PMDA nozzle. The amide peak for films deposited with 3:2 moles PMDA:ODA
sublimating (average area of 0.040) was larger than those from films deposited with 1:4
PMDA:ODA sublimating (average area of 0.024)

4.4.3 Conclusions
Lowering the concentration of ODA on the substrate increased the amount of
amide formed in the film, which is consistent with [14] where films deposited with excess
PMDA had a higher thermal stability. Films with the highest amide concentration were
produced at 10-7 Torr with a 2:1 ratio of PMDA:ODA sublimated, and at 10-3 Torr with 1:1
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PMDA:ODA sublimation rates. These experimental data were combined with a theoretical
CFD model that includes vapor transport and surface reaction kinetics in chapter 5.
4.5 Surface Finish of As-Deposited Films
The microstructure of the PAA/PMDA/ODA films can adversely affect the curing of
poly(amic acid) to polyimide. Tsai9 and Dimitrakopoulos5 reported that films deposited
with excess of PMDA or ODA contained microcrystalline regions of phase separated
monomer, which could evaporate during the thermal curing, leaving voids in the final
polyimide film and lowering the mechanical strength. The films deposited during this study
with a molar ratio of the sublimation rates of 3:2 (PMDA:ODA) contained microcrystalline
islands within 1 cm of the PMDA nozzle (Figure 10), and when the ODA sublimation rate
was 3 to 4 times the sublimation rate of PMDA, the half of the substrate closer to the ODA
nozzle was covered in an opaque, crystalline (Figure 11). From the FT-IR measurements, all
of these areas contained amide bonds, so the region was comprised of PAA as well as phaseseparated PMDA, or ODA.

4.5.1 White-Light Interferometry Measurements of Surface Finish
The surface finish of films deposited at low pressures (10-7 Torr) varied with
the imbalance in sublimation rates. At TPMDA=153°C and TODA=126°C, with 1:2 moles of
PMDA:ODA sublimated, the film was fully dense, but had vertical features 200 μm across
and 10 to 25 nm higher than the surrounding film (Figure 12). These structures are similar to
those observed in PMDA films (§3.4), and indicate that the growing film is made of fully
dense regions with well-aligned columns. Similar features were seen in films deposited at
TPMDA=170°C and TODA=126°C, where the sublimation rate is 7:6 moles of PMDA:ODA
(Figure 13). These films deposited at low pressures and higher concentrations of PMDA had
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a fully dense microstructure with vertical columnar structures and growth normal to the
substrate15.
Films deposited with excess ODA (1:3 PMDA:ODA moles sublimated) showed
larger features 1000 μm across, and 200 nm high (Figure 14), similar to the structures present
in ODA-only films. These films were fully dense, and had no preferential growth direction,
but in regions closer to the ODA nozzle (Figure 15), there were vertical voids in the film.
Higher fractions of amide linkages were detected by FT-IR microscopy in the fully dense
regions of the film, so films deposited with excess vapor flux may have limited reaction rates
because the surface energetics of the microstructure do not favor interactions between PMDA
and ODA.
Unlike single monomer films, all of the PMDA-ODA deposited at 10-3 Torr were
fully dense with signs of vertically aligned columns (Figure 16). The rms roughness of these
films was less than 4 nm, so the film grows with maximum surface energy and minimal
desorption of material and low depositing fluxes15, regardless of the ratio of sublimation
rates.

4.5.2 AFM measurements of Small-Scale Roughness
AFM measured the surface finish of the microcrystalline and transparent
regions over 50 μm x 50 μm areas. Films deposited with excess PMDA flux, exhibit island
shaped opaque regions (Figure 17) contained repeating rectangular shapes that were on the
scale of 10 nm that aligned parallel to the substrate. These regions had a rms roughness of
115 nm (Figure 17), while closer to the ODA nozzle, these structures became smaller and
more isolated (Figure 18) as the film transitioned to a transparent structure with a roughness
less than 10nm rms.

The regular shape and alignment of these regions are typical of a

crystalline film, and indicate that the films deposited with excess PMDA contained fully
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dense structures composed of smaller areas with varying heights, consistent with the
interferometry surface roughness data (§4.5.1).
The films deposited with excess ODA vapor were similarly composed of smaller
repeating units, but these units aligned in regions several μm across, and the orientation and
height varied (Figure 19). The rms roughness in these areas was 95 nm rms, but closer to the
PMDA nozzle the finish became smooth (<10nm rms) and these features were not present.
4.5.3 Conclusions and Recommendations
The microstructure of as-deposited PMDA-ODA films discussed in the
previous sections is intended as a qualitative comparison between the operating conditions;
the surface finish of cured polyimide films also depends on the atmosphere and heating rate
during the cure13,,16,17. Films deposited with an excess of one monomer had rougher
surfaces and were made up of crystalline structures that contained micrometer scale features.
If the heating rate in the imidization step is high, excess monomer in these areas could
evaporate and compromise the mechanical strength of the film.

Any set of monomer

temperatures could be used to make smooth films at higher operating pressures (10-3 Torr).
The addition of N2 to the chamber lowers the depositing PMDA and ODA fluxes, increases
the surface relaxation, and eliminates phase-separation on the films.
At lower pressures (10-7 Torr) heating the substrate to 100°C would increase the
surface relaxation, increase the reaction rate, and change the growth mode to a fully dense
regime. From the FT-IR microprobe measurements, TPMDA=170°C and TODA=126°C produced
the maximum amount of PAA, and PMDA-ODA deposited with TPMDA=153°C and
TODA=126°C at lower pressures (10-7 Torr), had the fewest phase-separated regions and
smoothest surfaces. The polymerization reaction could be maximized by modifying the ratio
of sublimation rates using a larger PMDA reservoir to increase the packing and surface area.
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4.6 Tables and Figures

Temperatures of N ozzles by Monomer (C elsius)
N ozzle 1 N ozzle 2 N ozzle 1 N ozzle 2 N ozzle 1 N ozzle 2
PM D A OD A
PM D A OD A
PM D A OD A
-7

Pressure in 10 Torr
C hamber
-3
10 Torr

153 126

170 126

153 153

153 126

170 126

153 153

Table 1 The six sets of nozzle temperatures and chamber pressures used to co-deposit
PMDA and ODA.
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Wavenumber (cm-1)
1850
1670
1627

Vibrational Mode
Anhydride ring symmetric carbonyl stretching
Amide Carbonyl stretching
ODA aromatic ring mode

Species
un-reacted PMDA
AMIC ACID
ODA

Table 2 Frequencies of FT-IR absorbance and corresponding vibrational modes for
chemical species present in co-deposited films.
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Crucible 1
PMDA

Crucible 2
ODA

1.5
cm

Glass
Substrate
Shutter

Quartz Crystal
Sensor #1

NaCl
Substrate

4.4cm
Shutter

3.8cm

Quartz Crystal
Sensor #2

Figure 1 Co-Deposition system setup with quartz crystal monitors.
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Thickness of PMDAODA
Deposited at 10-7 Torr
Vertical Line
From center of
Nozzle 2
(ODA at 126 C)

Vertical Line
From center of
Nozzle 1
(PMDA at 153 C)

x=0
Glass Substrate

t (micrometers)
2
1.88889
1.77778
1.66667
1.55556
1.44444
1.33333
1.22222
1.11111
1

Masked Area

Figure 2 Figure 2. Thickness of Deposited PMDA-ODA films along masked glass
substrate.
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Figure 3 Experimental data from Quartz Crystal #1 during co-deposition of PMDA and
ODA at 10-7 Torr for TPMDA=153C and TODA=126C.
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Figure 4 Experimental data from Quartz Crystal #2 during co-deposition of PMDA and
ODA at 10-7 Torr for TPMDA=153C and TODA=126C.
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-7

Co-Deposition at 10 Torr
5.0E-06
Nozzle 1 (PMDA)
Nozzle 2 (ODA)

(a)

Sublimation Rate (g/s)

4.5E-06
4.0E-06
3.5E-06
3.0E-06
2.5E-06
2.0E-06
1.5E-06
1.0E-06
5.0E-07
0.0E+00
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Experiment

Co-Deposition at 10-7 Torr
3.5E-08

(b)

QC 1
QC 2

Deposition Rate (g/s)

3.0E-08
2.5E-08
2.0E-08
1.5E-08
1.0E-08
5.0E-09
0.0E+00
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Experiment

Figure 5 Experimental Measurements of (a) Sublimation Rates at Nozzle 1 and 2 and
(b)corresponding mean deposition rates at QC 1 and 2, as measured for T1=153C and
T2=126C at 10-7 Torr.
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Figure 6 FT-IR absorbance spectra of as-deposited PMDA, ODA and PAA film
deposited on NaCl substrate at 10-7 Torr using nozzle temperatures of T1=170C and
T2=126C.
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Figure 7 Integrated Absorbances of ODA aromatic ring mode versus distance from
ODA nozzle for co-deposited PMDA-ODA at 10-7 Torr at TPMDA=153C and TODA=153C.
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Figure 8 Integrated Absorbances of amide group bending mode versus distance from
ODA nozzle for co-deposted PMDA-ODA at 10-7 Torr at TPMDA=153C and TODA=153C.
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Figure 9 Possible competing reaction in presence of excess ODA: Formation of an
ammonium carboxylate salt of PAA.
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Figure 10 Optical Micrograph of as deposited PMDA-ODA film on NaCl substrate in
area closest to PMDA nozzle for deposition at 10-7 Torr for TPMDA=170C and
TODA=126C.
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Figure 11 Optical Micrograph of as deposited PMDA-ODA film in center of NaCl
substrate (ODA nozzle located to the right of substrate) for deposition at 10-7 Torr for
TPMDA=153C and TODA=153C.
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(a)

1.4 mm

(b)

Figure 12 White-light interferometry measurements of PMDA-ODA deposited at 10-7
Torr for TPMDA=153C and TODA=126C: (a)Height of film surface, and (b)cross section of
film thickness.
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(a)

1.4 mm

(b)

Figure 13 White-light interferometry measurements of PMDA-ODA deposited at 10-7
Torr for TPMDA=170C and TODA=126C: (a)Height of film surface, and (b)Cross section
of film thickness.
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(a)

1.4 mm

(b)

Figure 14 White-light interferometry measurements of PMDA-ODA deposited at 10-7
Torr for TPMDA=153C and TODA=153C: (a)Height of film surface, and (b)cross section of
film thickness.
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Figure 15 Surface finish of PMDA-ODA film deposited at 10-7 Torr with TPMDA=153C
and TODA=153C.
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Figure 16 Thickness profile of fully dense PMDA-ODA film deposited at 10-3 Torr and
TPMDA=153C and TODA=126C (as measured using white-light interferometry).
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Figure 17 AFM measurements of film surface for phase separated region closest to
PMDA nozzle as deposited at 10-7 Torr for TPMDA=170C and TODA=126C.
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Figure 18 AFM measurements of film surface for phase separated islands of opaque
material closest to PMDA nozzle as deposited at 10-7 Torr for TPMDA=170C and
TODA=126C.
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Figure 19 AFM measurements of film surface for phase separated islands of opaque
material closest to ODA nozzle as deposited at 10-7 Torr for TPMDA=153C and
TODA=153C.
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Chapter 5. Models of Vapor Transport, Deposition, and Surface Reactions
5.1 Introduction
The exact conditions in the vacuum chamber and could not be measured
experimentally, so numerical tools were used to quantify the thermal, flow, and chemical
environment. These simulations can be used to design equipment and select operating
parameters to deposit smooth, high strength PAA films over areas larger than 3 cm in
diameter.
The algorithm used to calculate the deposition process was: (1) create a
computational grid of the same dimensions and orientation as the equipment surfaces in the
vacuum chamber. (2) This grid is sub-divided or “meshed” into smaller volumes (cells) and
areas (faces) where (3) the mass, momentum, and energy balances were solved using the
numerical methods applicable to the flow regime. (4) Commercial, benchmarked software
packages1-3 were used to solve these equations and (5) the results can be analyzed to express
the (simulated) data as XY-plots, 2-D or 3-D contours, or averages of any physical property
of the vapor over the entire vacuum chamber.
The accuracy of the computational method depends on the resolution of the
computational grid, how the relevant equations are discretized, the solution method, whether
the solution converges, and the accuracy of the boundary conditions used4. The experimental
sublimation rates (Chapter 2) were used as boundary conditions entering the chamber and the
material properties of PMDA and ODA vapor were taken from the literature5-9 or calculated
using kinetic theory, and the vapor pressures, concentrations, temperatures, fluxes to the
substrate, and surface reactivity and composition were calculated and compared with the
experimental values.
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5.2 Numerical Methods
5.2.1 Direct Simulation Monte Carlo Calculations
Molecular flow at 10-6 Torr ( Kn > 1) was modeled with the direct-simulation 2D “visual” Monte Carlo (DSMC) program DS2V3. This program calculates the stochastic
velocity components and position of gas molecules through collisions and boundary interactions
according to the Chapman-Cowling theory for molecular flow10. All calculations were unsteady
state and were assumed to have reached a solution when the number of simulated molecules in
the system ceased to change with simulated-time11

5.2.2 Computational Fluid Dynamics
The finite volume (FV) computational fluid dynamics (CFD) code Fluent1 was used
to model deposition at higher pressure regime (10–3 Torr). Finite Volume methods are better
suited to mass flow problems than finite element method (FEM) calculations4 because they
can accommodate complex grids and can be efficiently solved over cm-scale volumes This
code solves the Navier-Stokes equations of velocity, the continuity equation, and balances for
the conservation of (thermal) energy using a double precision using a segregated, iterative
solver. All calculations reported in this work used a second-order upwind discretization of
the mass, momentum, and energy equations12.
The Fluent simulations included calculations of species transport, vapor deposition,
and surface reactions. In this chapter, “species transport” refers to the vapor phase
concentrations that were calculated by solving the 3-D Fickian and thermal diffusion
equations13. Vapor deposition and surface reactions were modeled by solving the ordinary
differential equations (ODE) of the reaction rates as detailed in §5.4 and §5.5 and were solved
to within an absolute error of 10-13 using a numerically stiff integration method with In-Situ
Adaptive Tabulation (ISAT) 14.
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5.3 Simulations of PMDA and ODA Vapor Transport
The first models tested the capabilities of the available techniques and modeled step 2
of the VDP process, monomer transport, in a simplified experimental setup.

5.3.1 DSMC Simulations of PMDA vapor at 10-7 Torr
The rate of monomer sublimation was not measured for the optimal
conditions used to fabricate polyimide microcapsules15,16.

The sublimation rates are

boundary conditions and must be input into any calculation of vapor transport in the vacuum
chamber, so a trial and error approach was used to determine the sublimation rates that
resulted in a simulated pressure equal to the experimental value of 50 x 10-7 Torr in the
chamber17. These calculations were the first set of simulations performed in this work, and
were limited to the molecular flow of PMDA in a simplified vacuum chamber to minimize
the computational time.

5.3.1.1 Computational Grid and Calculation Setup
The 2-D axisymmetric grid represented a cylindrical volume 12 cm
high with a diameter of 20 cm, as shown in Figure 1, and contained 2500 rectangular cells,
each 2.54 × 2.2 mm across. In the cross-section, the horizontal line near the bottom of the
chamber is the substrate, and the two vertical lines at the top of the grid are the sides of the
monomer nozzle.

The surface between the nozzle walls was an inlet for vapor where

molecules entered the chamber with a specified temperature (153° C), velocity (0 m/s), and
number density. The dotted lines show the walls of the chamber relative to the edges of the
computational domain. The pump at the bottom of the chamber was simulated with a vacuum
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boundary; molecules that collided with this surface were removed from the computational
domain.
The temperatures of the chamber walls were set at 27°C and the walls of the nozzle
were set at 153° C.

Each PMDA molecule was represented using the hard sphere

approximation with a diameter equal to the longest dimension (6Å). The sticking coefficient
for PMDA was set to 0.8 on the substrate and 0.2 for all other surfaces to reflect a higher
probability of deposition on the substrate because it is warmer. The stream boundary where
PMDA entered the system was set at 420 K with 0 m/s stream velocity to reflect the nondirectional flow affects of a number density of (a) 2 x 1018 m-3, (b) 6 x 1018 m-3, or (c) 1 x 1019
m-3.
Each unsteady-state calculation began with the chamber at vacuum, and tracked the
entering vapor by calculating the kinetic velocity distribution every 1 x 10-3 s.

The

simulations were run for at least 0.2 s, when the number of molecules in the chamber reached
steady state.

5.3.1.2 Results and Discussion
The calculated flux of PMDA along the substrate is plotted in Figure
2 for the three cases. The depositing flux could not be calculated in the center of the substrate
because of the limited numerical resolution near the axis of symmetry11. The modeled
distributions did not follow the experimental cos2θ/r2 trend observed for PMDA-deposition
(§3.3) because the axisymmetric analysis produced a nozzle with toroid shape rather than the
cylindrical, “small-area” source used in the laboratory setup, which would require a 3-D
model. The modeled non-uniformity in deposition rate could be incorrect if the actual
sticking coefficient was higher than 0.8 and if there were additional sources of vapor.
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The DSMC calculation of the vapor environment with number density (b) 6 x 1018 m3

is shown in Figure 3; the pressure near the chamber wall was 5 x 10-6 Torr, the same as the

operating pressure used by Tsai16. From kinetic theory18, this number density is equivalent
to 1.1 x 10-7 g/m2s PMDA entering the chamber. The experimental sublimation rate with the
QC setup at 153° C was 2.2 x 10-6 g/s (§2.3), or when normalized by the area of the
aluminum holder, ~6.4 x 10-8 g/m2s

The modeled flux was larger than the experimental

sublimation rate because the outlet in the DSMC model (12 cm diameter) was larger than the
actual size (10 cm diameter); experimentally, vapor that strikes the surfaces around this
flange are reflected back into the chamber.
The DS2V program had a limited capability for refining the basic grid, and the
fabrication process at 10-6 Torr was optimized empirically, so the next set of simulations used
CFD to calculate the vapor environment at higher pressures for a more accurate geometry at
10-3 Torr.

5.3.2. CFD Simulations of PMDA and ODA Vapor in 2-D
5.3.2.1 Computational Grid and Case Setup
PMDA and ODA transport was first simulated at 15 x 10-3 Torr using
the Fluent CFD package over a 2-D cross section of a simplified vacuum chamber, spherical
substrate (“mandrel”), and hemispherical substrate holder17 or “bounce-pan” (Figure 4). The
computational grid consisted of ~19,000 quadrilateral cells representing the volume inside the
chamber (Figure 5). The surface temperatures were set to 426 K for the PMDA nozzle, 399 K
for the ODA nozzle, and 300 K for all other surfaces. The bottom edge of the chamber, where
the pump is located in the laboratory setup, was set as a pressure-outlet type boundary
condition with gauge pressure of zerp Torr. Experimental PMDA and ODA sublimation rates,
measured19 inside the larger copper nozzles of the initial deposition system15, 1.9 x 10-4 g/s
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for ODA and 6.4 x 10-5 g/s for PMDA), were used as inlet boundary conditions for this
model; mass flow rates were set to. Species transport equations were solved and mass
transfer of PMDA and ODA vapor to the mandrel surface was included in the continuity
equation. The deposition rates were calculated with a sticking coefficient of 1. The steadystate simulations were run for ~61,000 iterations.

5.3.2.2 Results
Vapor in the chamber closest to the PMDA nozzle was rich in
PMDA, but the bounce pan was angled towards the ODA nozzle, and there was little mixing
of the two monomer vapors above the bounce-pan. The calculated mole fraction of PMDA
(XPMDA) in the vapor phase is shown in Figure 6; the corresponding fraction of ODA is 1XPMDA. The molar concentration of PMDA in the pan (Figure 7) decreases by 95% over the
1.5 cm from the PMDA-nozzle side to the ODA-nozzle side. This non-uniformity could limit
the rate of surface reactions and compromise the quality of the final polyimide films.
The computational cost to solve the 2-D case was minimal, but the geometry did not
include the parts of the system that did not intersect the cross-sectional plane: the bounce-pan
support that blocked part of the pump outlet, or the heated nozzle surfaces, or cylindrical
chamber walls.

5.3.3 CFD Simulations of PMDA and ODA Vapor in 3-D
5.3.3.1 Computational Grids and Case Setup
Simulations of vapor transport in a 3-D geometry were used to test
the effect that re-designing the bounce pan has on the concentration of PMDA and ODA in
the vapor phase, and did not include vapor deposition to minimize computational cost. The
first 3-D grid included a stationary bounce-pan and mandrel positioned beneath two copper
nozzles containing PMDA and ODA and contained more than 800,000 tetrahedral and
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trigonal cells (Figure 8) that were later converted to less than 240,000 polyhedral cells to
minimize the computational time. The surface temperatures were set to 153°C and 126°C for
the PMDA and ODA nozzles respectively, 100°C for the heated bounce pan, and 25°C for the
unheated surfaces. The experimental sublimation rates measured with the closed pressure cell
(§ 2.3.2) were used as inlet conditions: 1.3 x 10-7 g/s for PMDA and 6.3 x 10 -9 g/s for ODA.
The chamber was initially filled with vapor at 15 x 10

-3

Torr composed of 80% N2, 10%

PMDA, and 10% ODA.
The flow patterns and vapor stoichiometry were calculated for two different bouncepan designs to determine if a modified design could effectively change the deposition
environment. The pans were both hemispherical with the same diameter and the same
placement in the chamber; the traditional design is shown in Figure 9 and the modified
perforated design in Figure 10. The perforated design contained fifty evenly spaced square
holes 100 mm x 100 mm through the pan, which was chosen as a conservative design that
could be easily machined and would not interfere with mandrel motion for a rotating holder.

5.3.3.2 Effect of Equipment Design on Vapor Transport
The ratio of monomers in the vapor phase for these simulations was
1:1 for both pan designs and the mole fraction of PMDA decreased by 15% across the surface
of the traditional substrate holder (Figure 11) and the perforated pan (Figure 12). For the
perforated pan, vapor is transported from the nozzles through the pan while in the traditional
pan the majority of monomer is transported around or above the pan. The concentration of
PMDA in the vapor above the perforated pan is highest on the side of the pan closer to the
PMDA nozzle, similar to the spatial variation observed for flat films with FT-IR
spectroscopy. In the standard pan, the concentration of PMDA (highest molecular weight
species) is highest at the bottom of the pan, so the flow is driven by gravity rather than
convection.
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5.3.4 Conclusions and Recommendations
Monomer vapor transport was simulated 2-D and 3-D using DSMC and CFD
calculations. The 2-D calculations were robust, but did not accurately include the location
and orientation of the equipment within the vacuum chamber. For the current asymmetric
chamber and equipment, a 3-D grid will accurately calculate the affect of wall temperature
and position on the sublimating vapor flux. From calculations of vapor transport in a 2-D
grid, the aluminum substrate support limits the flux of monomer to the substrate by redirecting the vapor up or around the hemispherical holder. Using a perforated pan design
would increase the vapor flux to the substrate while leaving the ratio of PMDA to ODA is
unaffected. The calculations of vapor transport show that equipment can be designed to
shape the vapor flux to the substrate, but deposition will affect the mass balance in the
chamber. The exact experimental concentrations cannot be measured in the chamber with the
existing equipment, so the calculations of vapor transport will be validated in a composite
simulation of transport and deposition.

5.4 Simulations of PMDA or ODA Deposition
5.4.1 CFD Grids and Case Setup
The parametric studies of operating temperatures and pressures (chapter 3 &
4) were used to create and validate a CFD model of the modified chamber setup (Figure 13).
The surfaces of this system were meshed to create a computational grid of 900,000
tetrahedral cells (Figure 14), but solutions on this grid were prohibitively slow (five minutes
or more per iteration), so the grid was re-meshed within Fluent20 to give a coarser grid of
44,000 polyhedral cells (Figure 15) that converged 85% faster than the initial grid. The
calculations were run from an initial condition of vapor at 27°C and 15 x 10-3 Torr that was
80% N2, 10% PMDA, and 10% ODA with 0 m/s initial velocity. The nozzle temperatures
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were set to constant values equal to the experimental operating parameters and the chamber
walls were set to a constant temperature of 23°C.

5.4.2 Calculated Rates of Single Monomer Deposition
The kinetics of the deposition process was tested using trial and error
modifications of the deposition kinetics until the experimental results could be reproduced
with good agreement for multiple conditions. After 16 calculations with varying sticking
coefficients from 10-6 to 1, the value that gave the best agreement with the experimental
measurement was a sticking coefficient of 1.

The deposition rate was assumed to be

temperature independent and calculations were run for 20,000 iterations until the change in
deposition rate between iterations was less than 10-4 Å/s
The calculated rate of PMDA deposition for a nozzle temperature of 153°C was
between 1.25 Å/s and 0.3 Å/s and is shown with the experimental values at 10-3 Torr (§3.3
and §3.4) in Figure 16. The calculated value at crystal 2 (~1 Å/s) was not within the error of
the average experimental value, but the agreement at crystal 1 was excellent. This could be
due to a temperature gradient across the substrate in the experiment which would lower the
sticking coefficient.. The simulation was modified to calculate the environment of PMDA at
170°C and the values compared to the experimental in Figure 17. At the higher temperature,
the
The rate constant for deposition was tested with ODA at 153°C, and a similar trend
was observed. (Figure 18) The experimental values were the same order of magnitude as the
Fluent calculations and decreased with distance from the ODA nozzle, but the magnitude of
the simulated values were higher than the experimental values because the growth rates at the
substrate was calculated based on the interferometry data.
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5.4.3 Co-deposition of PMDA and ODA
At higher pressures, collisions with N2 in the vacuum chamber scatter the
sublimated monomer and limit the deposition rate. The calculated molar ratio PMDA to ODA
in the vapor is shown in Figure 19. The monomers are within a ratio of 2:1, which is
consistent with the high rate of surface reactions observed with FT-IR measurements, the 3
cm region around the substrate holder. The mole fraction of PMDA in the vapor phase was
less than 1% near the substrate (Figure 20), so the transport of monomer vapor is the rate
limiting step.

5.4.4 Conclusions
The CFD calculations of vapor deposition showed that surface-vapor
interactions are highly efficient and equivalent to a sticking coefficient of 1. Less than 1% of
the experimentally sublimated vapor deposits at the substrate because the heated monomer
vapor is scattered and diluted by collisions with the N2 in the chamber before it is transported
to the substrate.

The deposition rate at 10-3 Torr could be increased by raising the

sublimation rate and re-designing the equipment to increase the transport of monomer to the
substrate, possibly with some form of perforated design as discussed in §5.3.3.

5.5 Modeling the Solid-State Reactions of PMDA and ODA
5.5.1 Theory
Monomer deposition and polymerization reactions occur simultaneously in
VDP, and do not follow the conventional kinetics of either vapor deposition or solution
polymerization reactions. Molecules are constantly being deposited on the surface of the
growing film [step (3)], so the exposed species are more likely to react (at conservative
temperatures) because they are more accessible and mobile. Unlike solution polymerization,
depositing vapor can cover or consume shorter oligomers before they react to form longer
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polymer chains.

Although the strongest polyimide materials contained cross-linked

structures, repeat units of the poly (amic acid) chains will be considered to be inert for initial
studies. Large poly (amic acid) oligomers will have a low concentration of reactive endgroups, and the polymerization reaction will stop when the reactive groups on the surface are
covered by depositing vapor.

5.5.2 Surface Reactions during VDP
PMDA and ODA on the (solid) film surface can condense into regions of
crystalline PMDA or ODA or react to form poly (amic acid) (PAA) and several intermediate
species.

Synthesis of poly(amic acid) dominates when the monomers are present in

equimolar amounts and has two steps (Figure 21): The first step is a ring opening reaction
between an amine end-group (“ODA-type”) and an anhydride end-group (“PMDA-type”),
which results in an intermediate molecule with a carboxylate radical21,22. The second step
is the conversion of this planar intermediate form to PAA. The poly (amic acid) oligomers
formed as these reactions repeat can have either a meta or para form across the PMDA
benzene ring as shown in (Figure 22). The presence of these two isomers ensures that the
PAA will not crystallize23, and x-ray diffraction studies showed that the PAA molecules will
orient parallel to the growing film surface24. .

5.5.3 Definition of Film Surface and Reactions
The film growth and surface reactions that can be modeled kinetically, [steps
(3) and (4)], but first the solid PMDA, ODA and PAA must be defined to convert the
reactions into a more tractable form. Rather than calculating concentrations from a mixture
of whole polymer chains, monomer, and partially exposed species, we divide these species
into sub-species of similar dimensions. A list of the abbreviations and descriptions of these
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sub-species can be found in Appendix 1; a typical poly (amic acid) chain would be composed
of adjacent sub-species: one PMDA-type end-group, multiple alternating ODA-type repeat
units and PMDA-type repeat units, and one ODA-type end-group.
The surface area of the simulated film is assumed to be identical to the surface area
of the substrate; this is a reasonable for thin films with low surface roughness. Surface subspecies are then covered or exposed as material is deposited or desorbed on top of them. The
bulk film and surface layer are described by dividing the surface into a series of voxels that
were 9Å across (the diameter of larger monomer). Each surface element on the FV mesh will
contain a finite number of these voxels, each filled with one subspecies. Only the top layer of
these sub-species can react as shown in (Figure 23), and surface diffusion between the mesh
elements is neglected.
Our model includes the following chemical interactions at the film surface: polymer
initiation, propagation, and termination reactions, and condensation of adsorbed monomer.
Polymer initiation is the reaction two adsorbed PMDA and ODA molecules to form a
poly(amic acid) with no repeat units, while propagation is the reaction of adsorbed monomer
with an active end-group of a poly(amic acid) chain, and termination occurs when material is
deposited on top of a poly(amic acid) end group without reacting (step (3)). An example of
this reaction format is shown in Figure 24, and a complete list of all possible
interactions/reactions between vapor, surface, and bulk-film sub-species are listed in
Appendix 2.

5.5.4 Surface Reaction Kinetics
It is not practical to model the film on a molecular scale, so these simulations
solve for the reaction rates using the net concentrations of each sub-species in each mesh
element. Adsorption and desorption rates are written for deposition on each surface subspecies by scaling the overall rate (eqn 4.3.2-2a & b) with the surface concentration of that
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species. The rates, Ri, of the polymerization reactions (numbers 131-150 in Appendix 2), are
second order of the form:

[
⋅ [C
⋅ [C

][
]⋅ [C
]⋅ [C

R131 = k131 ⋅ C pmda( a ) _ s ⋅ C paa7 oda( s ) _ s
R132 = k132
R133 = k133

[

pmda( a ) _ s
pmda( a ) _ s

paa6 oda( s ) _ s
paa5oda( s ) _ s

][

R150 = k150 ⋅ Coda( a ) _ s ⋅ C pmda( s ) _ s

]
]
],

(4.4.2-1)

]

While condensation reactions (numbers 97-130) are first order, of the form:

[
⋅ [C

RcondPMDA = k j ⋅ C pmda ( a ) _ s
RcondODA = k j +1

oda ( a ) _ s

]

].

(4.4.2-2)

[Ci_s] is the concentration of each molecule on the surface and ki are the rate constants of the
form

β

k i = Ai Ts e

−

Ei
RTs

,

(4.4.2.-3)

where A is the pre-exponential factor, β is the temperature exponent, Ei is the activation
energy and Ts the temperature of the surface.
The rates for step (3) and (4) are combined to get the net rate of consumption or
formation of each chemical species at the film surface. The net rate is the sum of the rates for
all reactions or interactions that involve that species25. For example, the rate of change for
adsorbed PMDA at the film surface is equal to the rate of PMDA vapor deposition minus the
rate of adsorbed PMDA desorption minus the rates of consumption of PMDA by reactions,
RPMDA(a)_s or:
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[

]

d
C PMDA( a ) _ S = RPMDA( a ) _ S net = R1 + R2 … − R45 − R46 … − R97 − R98 − … Rn .
dt
(4.4.3-1)
Expanding this rate into an ordinary differential equation (ODE) using the kinetics gives:

[

]

[

]

R PMDA( a ) _ s net = k AdsPMDA ⋅ C PMDA( g ) − k DPMDA C PMDA _ s ± …

[

][

]

[

][

]

………… − k131 ⋅ C pmda ( a ) _ s ⋅ C paa 7 oda ( s ) _ s − k132 ⋅ C pmda ( a ) _ s ⋅ C paa 6 oda ( s ) _ s − …

[

][

………………… − k150 ⋅ C oda ( a ) _ s ⋅ C pmda ( s ) _ s

]

(4.4.3-2)
Similar net rates can be obtained for change in concentration of: ODA at the film surface,
inert poly (amic acid) repeat units, active ODA-type or PMDA-type end-groups on poly
(amic acid chains).

These balances form a system of Ordinary Differential Equations

(ODEs), whose solution models the concentrations of surface species from known gas phase
concentrations and reaction rate constants.

5.5.5 Calculated Film Composition for Initial Kinetics
The steady-state concentrations of all sub-species were calculated for the
kinetic model of surface interactions using the stiff chemistry solver of Fluent12. In the
absence of experimental data for reactivity, rate constants were chosen that would give equal
deposition rates for the two monomers and a high reaction probability. Overall rate constants
were set to: 1x10-4 kmol/m3s for PMDA and ODA adsorption, 100 kmol/m3s for PMDA and
ODA desorption, 1x 106 kmol/m3s for PMDA and ODA condensation, and 1 x 109 kmol/m3s
for all polymerization reactions. Rate constants for the individual reactions were obtained by
multiplying the overall rate constant by the mole fraction of reacting surface species. For
example, for 5 mol % PMDA on the surface, reaction 21, PMDA adsorption, would have a
rate constant of 0.05*1x10-4 kmol/m3s.
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This preliminary kinetic reaction model was tested for 1:1, 3:1, and 1:3 molar ratios
of PMDA to ODA in the vapor phase. Because the adsorption/desorption rate constants of
the two monomers was assumed to be identical, the ratio of vapor phase concentrations
determined the relative deposition rates. The PAA chain length equilibrium film
compositions for the three cases are shown in (Figure 25). When one monomer is deposited
in excess (Figure 25(a) and (b)), the solid monomer is present, and most poly(amic) acid end
groups are attached to 1-3 repeat units (shorter chains) and capped on both ends by the excess
monomer. In the 1:1 case, chemical reactions (polymer initiation and propagation) dominate
and the concentration of un-reacted monomer is negligible; the average poly(amic acid) chain
length is 16 units. This length was the largest degree of polymerization possible in our model,
which indicates that the initial guess for polymerization rate is too high or the maximum
chain length is too small.

5.5.6 Conclusions
For one set of arbitrary reaction rates, the preliminary model of surface
reactions is sensitive to changes in vapor concentration. If the rate kinetics can be obtained
from a more detailed analysis of the surface science, this model can be incorporated into the
model of vapor transport and deposition described in §5.4. The integrated model would be
capable of predicting film makeup from vapor stoichiometry calculated with steps (1) and (2)
for any geometry.
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5.7 Figures

Figure 1 Axisymmetric geometry used with DSMC simulations.
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Figure 2 PMDA flux along substrate for simulated DS2V geometry for entering Number
densities of (a) 2 x 1018, (b) 6 x 1018, and (c) 1 x 1019 molecules/m3.
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Figure 3 Calculated pressure in a simplified chamber for a number density of 6 x 1018
cm-3 PMDA entering the system.
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Figure 4 Surfaces in computational grid for 2-D Fluent calculations of vapor at
1.5 x 10-2 Torr.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5 Quadrilateral cells within simplified 2-D chamber geometry.
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Figure 6 Contour of PMDA mol fraction in chamber from 2-D Fluent simulation.
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Figure 7 Molar Concentration of PMDA vapor above a stationary mandrel as
calculated using 2-D Fluent case.
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Figure 8 3-D FV grid used for CFD (FLUENT) calculations: (a)computational cells and
(b) solid surfaces (“Walls”).
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Figure 9 Traditional Bounce-Pan and stationary Mandrel: (a) side view and (b)top view.
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Figure 10 “Perforated” bounce-pan: (a) side view and (b) top view.

133

Figure 11 Spatial variation in mole fraction of PMDA as calculated with Fluent with the
traditional bounce-pan design.

134

Figure 12 Spatial variation in PMDA mole fraction as calculated with Fluent for a
perforated pan design.
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Figure 13 Quartz-crystal apparatus used in parametric studies of single monomer and
co-deposition.
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Figure 14 Modified nozzle and substrate setup as modeled with the chamber volume
with 3-D Fluent calculations.
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Figure 15 Polyhedral mesh of surfaces for simulation vapor transport and deposition.

138

Figure 16 Calculated and experimental PMDA deposition rates at 10-3 Torr for a nozzle
temperature of 170C.
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Figure 17 Calculated and experimental PMDA deposition rates at 10-3 Torr for a nozzle
temperature of 170C.
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Figure 18 Calculated and experimental ODA deposition rates at 10-3 Torr for a nozzle
temperature of 153C.
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PMDA:ODA
Molar Ratio

Figure 19 Molar ratio of PMDA to ODA in the vapor phase as calculated for codepositing PMDA and ODA.

142

Mole Fraction of
PMDA
Vapor

Figure 20 Mole fraction of PMDA vapor in simulated vacuum chamber.

143

Figure 21 Chemical reaction between amino and anhydride groups: (1) formation of
intermediate carboxylate, and (2) conversion of charge-transfer complex to amic acid

144

Figure 22 Poly(amic acid) isomers: (a)meta and (b)para.

145

Figure 23 Surface and bulk sub-species on depositing film.

146

Figure 24 Successive steps of Poly-condensation reaction of surface sub-species

147

Figure 25 Distribution of PAA chain length from simulation of surface reaction kinetics
for three different fractions of PMDA:ODA in the vapor phase (a) 1:3, (b) 3:1, and (c)
1:1.
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Chapter 6. Summary
This work developed a model of the vapor deposition of PMDA-ODA polyimide and
quantified the discrete stages of polyimide vapor deposition and their effects on film
properties. The main accomplishments included:
(1) Experimental techniques were identified to extend the maximum duration of the
deposition process by controlling the rates of PMDA and ODA.
(2) The uniformity, deposition rates, and microstructure were quantified for PMDA films and
ODA films in parametric measurements at 10-3 and 10-7 Torr and multiple source
temperatures.
(3) The microstructure and chemical reactivity of as-deposited PMDA, ODA were
characterized as a function of the operating parameters.
(4) Numerical simulations of the deposition system were developed, validated, and used to
determine the benefits of modifying equipment design has on vapor transport and film
quality.
(5) A kinetic model of surface reaction kinetics was developed and reproduced experimental
sensitivity to concentration.

Each of the above statements is described in detail in the following.
PMDA sublimation rates decrease by 80% over three hours, limiting the useful
duration of coatings. For the granulated monomer used in small aluminum monomer holders,
the average sublimation rates were 2.2 x 10-6 g/s for PMDA at 153°C and 3.4 x 10-6 g/s for
ODA at 126° C. The sublimation of PMDA and ODA will be closer to the 2:1 ratio predicted
by kinetic theory if (i) the difference in PMDA and ODA surface area is minimized by
grinding the ODA monomer before sublimation, (ii) A larger initial mass of PMDA is placed
directly into the copper monomer reservoir to minimize any voids between the monomer and
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heated reservoir, and (iii) pre-heating the monomer at 60° C for 12 hours to purify the solid
PMDA.
For single source deposition, the thickness of PMDA and ODA deposited decreases
by more than 50% over 3 cm, and 20% over 1 cm. This could be minimized for larger scale
coatings by rotating the substrate or adding additional monomer sources.

For PMDA

sublimated at 170°C, the thickness variation could be further improved by cooling the
substrate to prevent reflection of the PMDA vapor.
PMDA and ODA will deposit at the same rate if the sublimation rates, ambient
pressure, and substrate placement are equal; the differences between PMDA and ODA
growth rates was caused by poorly controlled sublimation rates and not differences in sticking
probabilities.
All PMDA and ODA films deposited at 10-7 Torr were crystalline and had high rms
roughness values because of voids or columnar features. ODA films deposited at 126°C and
10-7 Torr and PMDA films deposited at 153°C and 170°C at 10-7 Torr were fully dense with
rms roughness less than 50 nm when the sublimation rate was high. At 10-3 Torr, the PMDA
films had a columnar microstructure with a high fraction of void space. In ODA films
deposited at 153°C contained mm-scale features with voids, which could be eliminated by
heating the substrate, while ODA films deposited at 10-3 Torr and 126°C were not fully dense
because the vapor flux to the substrate was low.
PMDA-ODA films co-deposited at 10-7 Torr with higher source temperatures showed
regions of phase separation and crystalline microstructure; these regions contained amic acid
groups and are not made of solid monomer. Films deposited with an excess of one monomer
had rougher surfaces and were made up of crystalline structures that contained micrometer
scale features. If the heating rate in the imidization step is high, excess monomer in these
areas could evaporate and compromise the mechanical strength of the film. Any set of
monomer temperatures could be used to make smooth films at higher operating pressures (10-
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3

Torr). The addition of N2 to the chamber lowers the depositing PMDA and ODA fluxes,

increases the surface relaxation, and eliminates phase-separation on the films.
PMDA-ODA films with the highest amide concentration were produced at 10-7 Torr
with a 2:1 ratio of PMDA:ODA sublimated, and at 10-3 Torr with 1:1 PMDA:ODA
sublimation rates.

There was no evidence of increased deposition when both monomers

are present in the depositing film; less than 1% of each monomer sublimated was deposited at
each QC sensor, the same fraction as observed in single monomer systems. At higher
chamber pressures (10-3 Torr), 99.5% of the sublimated vapor is lost to other surfaces during
vapor transport Higher deposition rates at lower operating pressures (10-7 Torr) and higher
temperatures will speed up the rate of film growth; and matching the deposition rates at the
two crystals will minimize thickness non-uniformities. Deposition at the two sensors was
uniform for TPMDA=170°C and TODA=126°C at both high and low pressures (10-3 Torr and 10-7
Torr, respectively), which should maximize the polymerization reaction.
At lower pressures (10-7 Torr) heating the substrate to 100°C would increase the
surface relaxation, increase the reaction rate, and change the growth mode to a fully dense
regime. From the FT-IR microprobe measurements, TPMDA=170°C and TODA=126°C produced
the maximum amount of PAA, and PMDA-ODA deposited with TPMDA=153°C and
TODA=126°C at lower pressures (10-7 Torr), had the fewest phase-separated regions and
smoothest surfaces.
The experimental data from single monomer deposition was used to validate a 3-D
CFD model that simulated vapor transport and deposition at 10-3 Torr. The vapor-surface
interactions were highly effective; any monomer that reached the substrate deposited. The
99.5% loss of the sublimated vapor observed experimentally was due to transport effects and
not the sticking coefficient; at higher pressures, collisions between the monomer and N2 in
the chamber scatter the sublimated monomer. Simulations of vapor transport showed that
equipment design has a major effect on shaping the monomer flux ; modifying the substrate
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holder to include perforations doubled the vapor flux to the substrate while the concentration
gradient is controlled by the ratio of sublimation rates.
Surface polymerization reactions were modeled at equilibrium using a description of
the solid mixture with Arrhenius rate equations.

The calculated surface reaction rates

predicted the experimental sensitivity to the vapor concentrations; simulated co-deposition
with three times more of one monomer than the other produced polyamic acid with an
average chain length of 6 repeat units, while equimolar deposition produced films with the
maximum degree of polymerization.
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APPENDIX 1:Surface and Bulk Sub-species Tracked in Model of
Surface Reactions
#
0

Abbreviation
pmda(g)

Description
pmda

Location
vapor

1

oda(g)

oda

vapor

2

pmda(a)_s

adsorbed pmda

surface

3

oda(a)_s

adsorbed oda

surface

4

pmda(s)_s

solid pmda

surface

5

oda(s)_s

solid oda

surface

6

r2(s)_s

solid pmda-type repeat unit in poly(amic acid) chain

surface

7

r(s)_s

solid oda-type repeat unit in poly(amic acid) chain

surface

8

paapmda(s)_s

solid pmda-type endgroup in poly(amic acid) chain

surface

9

paaoda(s)_s

solid oda-type endgroup in poly(amic acid) chain

surface

10

paa1pmda(s)_s

solid pmda-type endgroup attached to 1 repeat unit in poly(amic acid) chain

surface

11

paa1oda(s)_s

solid oda-type endgroup attached to 1 repeat unit in poly(amic acid) chain

surface

12

paa2pmda(s)_s

solid pmda-type endgroup attached to 2 repeat units in poly(amic acid) chain surface

13

paa2oda(s)_s

solid oda-type endgroup attached to 2 repeat units in poly(amic acid) chain

14

paa3pmda(s)_s

solid pmda-type endgroup attached to 3 repeat units in poly(amic acid) chain surface

15

paa3oda(s)_s

solid oda-type endgroup attached to 3 repeat units in poly(amic acid) chain

16

paa4pmda(s)_s

solid pmda-type endgroup attached to 4 repeat units in poly(amic acid) chain surface

17

paa4oda(s)_s

solid oda-type endgroup attached to 4 repeat units in poly(amic acid) chain

18

paa5pmda(s)_s

solid pmda-type endgroup attached to 5 repeat units in poly(amic acid) chain surface

19

paa5oda(s)_s

solid oda-type endgroup attached to 5 repeat units in poly(amic acid) chain

20

paa6pmda(s)_s

solid pmda-type endgroup attached to 6 repeat units in poly(amic acid) chain surface

21

paa6oda(s)_s

solid oda-type endgroup attached to 6 repeat units in poly(amic acid) chain

22

paa7pmda(s)_s

solid pmda-type endgroup attached to 7 repeat units in poly(amic acid) chain surface

23

paa7oda(s)_s

solid oda-type endgroup attached to 7 repeat units in poly(amic acid) chain

24

paa8pmda(s)_s

solid pmda-type endgroup attached to 8 repeat units in poly(amic acid) chain surface

25

paa8oda(s)_s

solid oda-type endgroup attached to 8 repeat units in poly(amic acid) chain

surface

26

pmda(s)

solid pmda

bulk film

27

oda(s)

solid oda

bulk film

28

r2(s)

solid pmda-type repeat unit in poly(amic acid) chain

bulk film

29

r(s)

solid oda-type repeat unit in poly(amic acid) chain

bulk film

30

paapmda(s)

solid pmda-type endgroup in poly(amic acid) chain

bulk film

31

paaoda(s)

solid oda-type endgroup in poly(amic acid) chain

bulk film

32

paa1pmda(s)

solid pmda-type endgroup attached to 1 repeat unit in poly(amic acid) chain

bulk film

33

paa1oda(s)

solid oda-type endgroup attached to 1 repeat unit in poly(amic acid) chain

bulk film

34

paa2pmda(s)

solid pmda-type endgroup attached to 2 repeat units in poly(amic acid) chain bulk film

35

paa2oda(s)

solid oda-type endgroup attached to 2 repeat units in poly(amic acid) chain

surface
surface
surface
surface
surface
surface

bulk film
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36

paa3pmda(s)

solid pmda-type endgroup attached to 3 repeat units in poly(amic acid) chain bulk film

37

paa3oda(s)

solid oda-type endgroup attached to 3 repeat units in poly(amic acid) chain

38

paa4pmda(s)

solid pmda-type endgroup attached to 4 repeat units in poly(amic acid) chain bulk film

39

paa4oda(s)

solid oda-type endgroup attached to 4 repeat units in poly(amic acid) chain

40

paa5pmda(s)

solid pmda-type endgroup attached to 5 repeat units in poly(amic acid) chain bulk film

41

paa5oda(s)

solid oda-type endgroup attached to 5 repeat units in poly(amic acid) chain

42

paa6pmda(s)

solid pmda-type endgroup attached to 6 repeat units in poly(amic acid) chain bulk film

43

paa6oda(s)

solid oda-type endgroup attached to 6 repeat units in poly(amic acid) chain

44

paa7pmda(s)

solid pmda-type endgroup attached to 7 repeat units in poly(amic acid) chain bulk film

45

paa7oda(s)

solid oda-type endgroup attached to 7 repeat units in poly(amic acid) chain

46

paa8pmda(s)

solid pmda-type endgroup attached to 8 repeat units in poly(amic acid) chain bulk film

47

paa8oda(s)

solid oda-type endgroup attached to 8 repeat units in poly(amic acid) chain

bulk film
bulk film
bulk film
bulk film
bulk film
bulk film
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APPENDIX 2.Interactions and Reactions on the Modeled Film
Surface
#

Interaction/ Reaction

Type

1

pmda(g) + r(s)_s → pmda(a)_s + r(s)

adsorption

2

pmda(g) + r2(s)_s → pmda(a)_s + r2(s)

adsorption

3

pmda(g) + paa8pmda(s)_s → pmda(a)_s + paa8pmda(s)

adsorption

4

pmda(g) + paa8oda(s)_s → pmda(a)_s + paa8oda(s)

adsorption

5

pmda(g) + paa7pmda(s)_s → pmda(a)_s + paa7pmda(s)

adsorption

6

pmda(g) + paa7oda(s)_s → pmda(a)_s + paa7oda(s)

adsorption

7

pmda(g) + paa6pmda(s)_s → pmda(a)_s + paa6pmda(s)

adsorption

8

pmda(g) + paa6oda(s)_s → pmda(a)_s + paa6oda(s)

adsorption

9

pmda(g) + paa5pmda(s)_s → pmda(a)_s + paa5pmda(s)

adsorption

10

pmda(g) + paa5oda(s)_s → pmda(a)_s + paa5oda(s)

adsorption

11

pmda(g) + paa4pmda(s)_s → pmda(a)_s + paa4pmda(s)

adsorption

12

pmda(g) + paa4oda(s)_s → pmda(a)_s + paa4oda(s)

adsorption

13

pmda(g) + paa3pmda(s)_s → pmda(a)_s + paa3pmda(s)

adsorption

14

pmda(g) + paa3oda(s)_s → pmda(a)_s + paa3oda(s)

adsorption

15

pmda(g) + paa2pmda(s)_s → pmda(a)_s + paa2pmda(s)

adsorption

16

pmda(g) + paa2oda(s)_s → pmda(a)_s + paa2oda(s)

adsorption

17

pmda(g) + paa1pmda(s)_s → pmda(a)_s + paa1pmda(s)

adsorption

18

pmda(g) + paa1oda(s)_s → pmda(a)_s + paa1oda(s)

adsorption

19

pmda(g) + paapmda(s)_s → pmda(a)_s + paapmda(s)

adsorption

20

pmda(g) + paaoda(s)_s → pmda(a)_s + paaoda(s)

adsorption

21

pmda(g) + pmda(s)_s → pmda(a)_s + pmda(s)

adsorption

22

pmda(g) + oda(s)_s → pmda(a)_s + oda(s)

adsorption

23

oda(g) + r(s)_s → oda(a)_s + r(s)

adsorption

24

oda(g) + r2(s)_s → oda(a)_s + r2(s)

adsorption

25

oda(g) + paa8pmda(s)_s → oda(a)_s + paa8pmda(s)

adsorption

26

oda(g) + paa8oda(s)_s → oda(a)_s + paa8oda(s)

adsorption

27

oda(g) + paa7pmda(s)_s → oda(a)_s + paa7pmda(s)

adsorption

28

oda(g) + paa7oda(s)_s → oda(a)_s + paa7oda(s)

adsorption

29

oda(g) + paa6pmda(s)_s → oda(a)_s + paa6pmda(s)

adsorption

30

oda(g) + paa6oda(s)_s → oda(a)_s + paa6oda(s)

adsorption

31

oda(g) + paa5pmda(s)_s → oda(a)_s + paa5pmda(s)

adsorption

32

oda(g) + paa5oda(s)_s → oda(a)_s + paa5oda(s)

adsorption

33

oda(g) + paa4pmda(s)_s → oda(a)_s + paa4pmda(s)

adsorption

34

oda(g) + paa4oda(s)_s → oda(a)_s + paa4oda(s)

adsorption

35

oda(g) + paa3pmda(s)_s → oda(a)_s + paa3pmda(s)

adsorption

36

oda(g) + paa3oda(s)_s → oda(a)_s + paa3oda(s)

adsorption
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37

oda(g) + paa2pmda(s)_s → oda(a)_s + paa2pmda(s)

adsorption

38

oda(g) + paa2oda(s)_s → oda(a)_s + paa2oda(s)

adsorption

39

oda(g) + paa1pmda(s)_s → oda(a)_s + paa1pmda(s)

adsorption

40

oda(g) + paa1oda(s)_s → oda(a)_s + paa1oda(s)

adsorption

41

oda(g) + paapmda(s)_s → oda(a)_s + paapmda(s)

adsorption

42

oda(g) + paaoda(s)_s → oda(a)_s + paaoda(s)

adsorption

43

oda(g) + pmda(s)_s → oda(a)_s + pmda(s)

adsorption

44

oda(g) + oda(s)_s → oda(a)_s + oda(s)

adsorption

45

pmda(a)_s + r(s) → pmda(g) + r(s)_s

desorption

46

pmda(a)_s + r2(s) → pmda(g) + r2(s)_s

desorption

47

pmda(a)_s + paa6oda(s) → pmda(s)_s + paa6oda(s)

desorption

48

pmda(a)_s + paa5oda(s) → pmda(s)_s + paa5oda(s)

desorption

49

pmda(a)_s + paa4oda(s) → pmda(s)_s + paa4oda(s)

desorption

50

pmda(a)_s + paa3oda(s) → pmda(s)_s + paa3oda(s)

desorption

51

pmda(a)_s + paa8pmda(s) → pmda(g) + paa8pmda(s)_s

desorption

52

pmda(a)_s + paa8oda(s) → pmda(g) + paa8oda(s)_s

desorption

53

pmda(a)_s + paa7pmda(s) → pmda(g) + paa7pmda(s)_s

desorption

54

pmda(a)_s + paa7oda(s) → pmda(g) + paa7oda(s)_s

desorption

55

pmda(a)_s + paa6pmda(s) → pmda(g) + paa6pmda(s)_s

desorption

56

pmda(a)_s + paa6oda(s) → pmda(g) + paa6oda(s)_s

desorption

57

pmda(a)_s + paa5pmda(s) → pmda(g) + paa5pmda(s)_s

desorption

58

pmda(a)_s + paa5oda(s) → pmda(g) + paa5oda(s)_s

desorption

59

pmda(a)_s + paa4pmda(s) → pmda(g) + paa4pmda(s)_s

desorption

60

pmda(a)_s + paa4oda(s) → pmda(g) + paa4oda(s)_s

desorption

61

pmda(a)_s + paa3pmda(s) → pmda(g) + paa3pmda(s)_s

desorption

62

pmda(a)_s + paa3oda(s) → pmda(g) + paa3oda(s)_s

desorption

63

pmda(a)_s + paa2pmda(s) → pmda(g) + paa2pmda(s)_s

desorption

64

pmda(a)_s + paa2oda(s) → pmda(g) + paa2oda(s)_s

desorption

65

pmda(a)_s + paa1pmda(s) → pmda(g) + paa1pmda(s)_s

desorption

66

pmda(a)_s + paa1oda(s) → pmda(g) + paa1oda(s)_s

desorption

67

pmda(a)_s + paapmda(s) → pmda(g) + paapmda(s)_s

desorption

68

pmda(a)_s + paaoda(s) → pmda(g) + paaoda(s)_s

desorption

69

pmda(a)_s + pmda(s) → pmda(g) + pmda(s)_s

desorption

70

pmda(a)_s + oda(s) → pmda(g) + oda(s)_s

desorption

71

oda(a)_s + r2(s) → oda(g) + r2(s)_s

desorption

72

oda(a)_s + r(s) → oda(g) + r(s)_s

desorption

73

oda(a)_s + paa6pmda(s) → oda(s)_s + paa6pmda(s)

desorption

74

oda(a)_s + paa5pmda(s) → oda(s)_s + paa5pmda(s)

desorption

75

oda(a)_s + paa4pmda(s) → oda(s)_s + paa4pmda(s)

desorption

76

oda(a)_s + paa3pmda(s) → oda(s)_s + paa3pmda(s)

desorption

77

oda(a)_s + paa8pmda(s) → oda(g) + paa8pmda(s)_s

desorption
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78

oda(a)_s + paa8oda(s) → oda(g) + paa8oda(s)_s

desorption

79

oda(a)_s + paa7pmda(s) → oda(g) + paa7pmda(s)_s

desorption

80

oda(a)_s + paa7oda(s) → oda(g) + paa7oda(s)_s

desorption

81

oda(a)_s + paa6pmda(s) →oda(g) + paa6pmda(s)_s

desorption

82

oda(a)_s + paa6oda(s) →oda(g) + paa6oda(s)_s

desorption

83

oda(a)_s + paa5pmda(s) →oda(g) + paa5pmda(s)_s

desorption

84

oda(a)_s + paa5oda(s) →oda(g) + paa5oda(s)_s

desorption

85

oda(a)_s + paa4pmda(s) →oda(g) + paa4pmda(s)_s

desorption

86

oda(a)_s + paa4oda(s) →oda(g) + paa4oda(s)_s

desorption

87

oda(a)_s + paa3pmda(s) →oda(g) + paa3pmda(s)_s

desorption

88

oda(a)_s + paa3oda(s) →oda(g) + paa3oda(s)_s

desorption

89

oda(a)_s + paa2pmda(s) →oda(g) + paa2pmda(s)_s

desorption

90

oda(a)_s + paa2oda(s) → oda(g) + paa2oda(s)_s

desorption

91

oda(a)_s + paa1pmda(s) → oda(g) + paa1pmda(s)_s

desorption

92

oda(a)_s + paa1oda(s) → oda(g) + paa1oda(s)_s

desorption

93

oda(a)_s + paapmda(s) → oda(g) + paapmda(s)_s

desorption

94

oda(a)_s + paaoda(s) → oda(g) + paaoda(s)_s

desorption

95

oda(a)_s + pmda(s) → oda(g) + pmda(s)_s

desorption

96

oda(a)_s + oda(s) → oda(g) + oda(s)_s

desorption

97

pmda(a)_s + r2(s) → pmda(s)_s + r2(s)

condensation

98

pmda(a)_s + r(s) → pmda(s)_s + r(s)

condensation

99

pmda(a)_s + paa8oda(s) → pmda(s)_s + paa8oda(s)

condensation

100

pmda(a)_s + paa7oda(s) → pmda(s)_s + paa7oda(s)

condensation

101

pmda(a)_s + paa2oda(s) → pmda(s)_s + paa2oda(s)

condensation

102

pmda(a)_s + paa1oda(s) → pmda(s)_s + paa1oda(s)

condensation

103

pmda(a)_s + paa8pmda(s) → pmda(s)_s + paa8pmda(s)

condensation

104

pmda(a)_s + paa7pmda(s) → pmda(s)_s + paa7pmda(s)

condensation

105

pmda(a)_s + paa6pmda(s) → pmda(s)_s + paa6pmda(s)

condensation

106

pmda(a)_s + paa5pmda(s) → pmda(s)_s + paa5pmda(s)

condensation

107

pmda(a)_s + paa4pmda(s) → pmda(s)_s + paa4pmda(s)

condensation

108

pmda(a)_s + paa3pmda(s) → pmda(s)_s + paa3pmda(s)

condensation

109

pmda(a)_s + paa2pmda(s) → pmda(s)_s + paa2pmda(s)

condensation

110

pmda(a)_s + paa1pmda(s) → pmda(s)_s + paa1pmda(s)

condensation

111

pmda(a)_s + paapmda(s) → pmda(s)_s + paapmda(s)

condensation

112

pmda(a)_s + pmda(s) → pmda(s)_s + pmda(s)

condensation

113

oda(a)_s + r2(s) → oda(s)_s + r2(s)

condensation

114

oda(a)_s + r(s) → oda(s)_s + r(s)

condensation

115

oda(a)_s + paa8pmda(s) → oda(s)_s + paa8pmda(s)

condensation

116

oda(a)_s + paa7pmda(s) → oda(s)_s + paa7pmda(s)

condensation

117

oda(a)_s + paa2pmda(s) → oda(s)_s + paa2pmda(s)

condensation

118

oda(a)_s + paa1pmda(s) → oda(s)_s + paa1pmda(s)

condensation
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119

oda(a)_s + paa8oda(s) → oda(s)_s + paa8oda(s)

condensation

120

oda(a)_s + paa7oda(s) → oda(s)_s + paa7oda(s)

condensation

121

oda(a)_s + paa6oda(s) → oda(s)_s + paa6oda(s)

condensation

122

oda(a)_s + paa5oda(s) → oda(s)_s + paa5oda(s)

condensation

123

oda(a)_s + paa4oda(s) → oda(s)_s + paa4oda(s)

condensation

124

oda(a)_s + paa3oda(s) → oda(s)_s + paa3oda(s)

condensation

125

oda(a)_s + paa2oda(s) → oda(s)_s + paa2oda(s)

condensation

126

oda(a)_s + paa1oda(s) → oda(s)_s + paa1oda(s)

condensation

127

oda(a)_s + paaoda(s) → oda(s)_s + paaoda(s)

condensation

128

oda(a)_s + oda(s) → oda(s)_s + oda(s)

condensation

129

pmda(a)_s + paaoda(s) → pmda(s)_s + paaoda(s)

condensation

130

pmda(a)_s + oda(s) → pmda(s)_s + oda(s)

condensation

131

pmda(a)_s + paa7oda(s)_s → paa8pmda(s)_s + r(s)_s

chemical reaction

132

pmda(a)_s + paa6oda(s)_s → paa7pmda(s)_s + r(s)_s

chemical reaction

133

pmda(a)_s + paa5oda(s)_s → paa6pmda(s)_s + r(s)_s

chemical reaction

134

pmda(a)_s + paa4oda(s)_s → paa5pmda(s)_s + r(s)_s

chemical reaction

135

pmda(a)_s + paa3oda(s)_s → paa4pmda(s)_s + r(s)_s

chemical reaction

136

pmda(a)_s + paa2oda(s)_s → paa3pmda(s)_s + r(s)_s

chemical reaction

137

pmda(a)_s + paa1oda(s)_s → paa2pmda(s)_s + r(s)_s

chemical reaction

138

pmda(a)_s + paaoda(s)_s → paa1pmda(s)_s + r(s)_s

chemical reaction

139

pmda(a)_s + oda(s)_s → paapmda(s)_s + r(s)_s

chemical reaction

140

oda(a)_s + paapmda(s) → oda(s)_s + paapmda(s)

chemical reaction

141

oda(a)_s + pmda(s) → oda(s)_s + pmda(s)

chemical reaction

142

oda(a)_s + paa7pmda(s)_s → paa8oda(s)_s + r2(s)_s

chemical reaction

143

oda(a)_s + paa6pmda(s)_s → paa7oda(s)_s + r2(s)_s

chemical reaction

144

oda(a)_s + paa5pmda(s)_s → paa6oda(s)_s + r2(s)_s

chemical reaction

145

oda(a)_s + paa4pmda(s)_s → paa5oda(s)_s + r2(s)_s

chemical reaction

146

oda(a)_s + paa3pmda(s)_s → paa4oda(s)_s + r2(s)_s

chemical reaction

147

oda(a)_s + paa2pmda(s)_s → paa3oda(s)_s + r2(s)_s

chemical reaction

148

oda(a)_s + paa1pmda(s)_s → paa2oda(s)_s + r2(s)_s

chemical reaction

149

oda(a)_s + paapmda(s)_s → paa1oda(s)_s + r2(s)_s

chemical reaction

150

oda(a)_s + pmda(s)_s → paaoda(s)_s + r2(s)_s

chemical reaction

